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Abstract 

This thesis aims to cut through the hot air that much of strategical management lingo is 

infected with and to overcome the orthodox way of doing business as a design furniture 

retailer in the age of Amazon.com. To understand that, the Danish furniture manufacturer 

and retailer BoConcept is used as a case, and therefore this paper is about how BoConcept 

can overcome orthodox strategical thinking and break free from the infected strategical 

management lingo. The essential point of the thesis’ theoretical basis is the work of Keith 

E. Thompson and Yat Ling Chen’s understanding of hedonism in retail, as well as Joseph 

Pine and James Gilmore’s concept of business authenticity and Slavoj Žižek’s concept of 

ideology.  

Through a means-end analysis, this thesis shows that future furniture customers show a 

paradoxical buying behavior, since the customers expect shopping to be an experience, but 

at the same time, customers want it to be convenient. BoConcept should therefore not only 

be giving the customers the best service and the right design but also making sure that it is 

made convenient enough for the customer. For a company like BoConcept, they focus on 

e-commerce to cater to the demand for convenience. Hence, Amazon.com has proved that 

convenience can come through e-commerce. Many retailers, including BoConcept, are 

struggling to follow the pace Amazon.com is setting, and therefore they have a heavy focus 

on e-commerce. However, the analysis of the norms in the industry show that it is the 

retailers, including BoConcept, who set the norms. BoConcept is captured in an ideological 

fantasy where the orthodox strategical lingo is defined as the truth, and the salvation of the 

problem with the lack of convenience is to follow Amazon’s way of doing business, and 

since they are captured in that ideological fantasy, they have a conflict with being an 

authentic company.   
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The thesis concludes that for BoConcept to overcome the orthodox strategical thinking, the 

company must break free from the ideological fantasy, and not try to copy the way 

Amazon.com is doing business. BoConcept should therefore not focus on being convenient 

through e-commerce but focus more on how BoConcept can appeal to the customers in 

other ways that do not conflict with its authenticity. The true tragedy of retail is not that an 

actor like Amazon.com is entrenching the market, but that BoConcept is co-creating 

Amazon.com’s success. Hence, BoConcept is focusing on what Amazon.com is succeeding 

with, instead of focusing on how BoConcept can differentiate themselves in an appealing 

way for its customers. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2016, a private equity fund bought the Danish furniture manufacturer and retailer, 

BoConcept A/S (BoConcept), which had around 250 franchise stores in more 60 countries 

(Hansen 2018). Change in ownership was not the only thing. A change in strategy was also 

made public (Wedege 2017), as well as changes in top management (Olesen 2017). 

BoConcept is, with the changes, focusing on going from being a furniture manufacturer 

with franchise stores to becoming an even bigger and more professional retailer with a large 

store footprint, but also with an improved e-commerce channel. BoConcept is not the only 

company that wants to develop its retail business through e-commerce, even though the 

traditional retailers want to entrench the growing e-commerce. Then there are also e-

retailers like Alibaba and Amazon.com, which are huge actors in the market, and they must 

be acknowledged as a threat. Even though Amazon.com is not in Denmark, the Danes have 

already purchased for more than 2 billion kroner in 2017 (Thøger s.d). Amazon.com 

delivers exceptional numbers, and the threat will not become any smaller since 

Amazon.com is planning to go into the Scandinavian countries in the near future 

(Damsgaard 2018), meaning the awareness of Amazon.com will become even more 

prominent. The development in e-commerce does not seem to slow down, especially since 

e-commerce is becoming a more significant part of how we shop. In 2018, the total sales 

through e-commerce was 71 billion euros in the Scandinavian countries, and in Denmark, 

there has been an increase of 23 percent in e-commerce. The growth in e-commerce is 

spread over multiple categories, where services and travel are the majority, but, e.g., in 

Denmark, 35 percent of e-commerce is purchased goods (DIBS-report 2018). Per the DIBS- 

report, the increase in e-commerce as a point-of-sales is based on the laziness of the people, 

because e-commerce is more convenient and fits the modern consumer behavior. 

  

Working with retail is challenging, because it is an industry that is continually changing, 

and retailers’ success is often dependent on how the economy is going, what kind of trends 

there are, what the political situation is, etc. It is an industry where many actors compete 

for the customer’s attention and money, but in doing so, retailers have to have an 
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understanding of how customers behave in the buying situation. They need a clear vision 

for their brand and they need to be price aware. Some retailers that have been successful in 

developing their brand while also showing great skill in acumen, are companies like 

Walmart and IKEA. These are huge actors in different industries, and they have not only 

made a lot of profit, growth and brand awareness, but have also contributed to the rapid 

commoditization in retail over the last decades. They have created norms for what the 

consumer can expect. Due to their scale, they had an improved purchasing power, and they 

reduced prices for the customers. As the service economy arose, consumers and retailers 

started to devalue tangible goods in favor of the service, but this resulted in retailers and 

manufacturers needing to come up with new services if they want to differentiate 

themselves, which kept the devaluation of the tangible going—a vicious circle (Pine & 

Gilmore 2007: 47). 

 

This vicious circle is a result of the service economy, but retailers today must transcend the 

service because retailers today must be authentic (Pine & Gilmore 2007). The challenges 

of being authentic in an industry, where an actor like Amazon.com is becoming more 

prominent, is the focus of this paper. The rise in e-commerce is something that is putting 

pressure on the traditional sales channels, and this paper is working on a case basis with an 

industry that has been struggling with integrating e-commerce in their business—the 

furniture retail industry, especially the inability to touch and feel the products (Stephens 

2017: 94), and the lack of shippable stock keeping units (Marione et. al 2018). This paper 

will focus on how the consumer of tomorrow acts and which values the consumer will have, 

because understanding the consumer is what drives retailers’ success. After all, it is through 

the understanding of the consumer that the retailer can optimize what they offer to satisfy 

the customer. To understand the furniture consumer of tomorrow, an empirical study has 

taken place, and the data from the empirical study and the data from the case of BoConcept 

is the foundation of this paper because the data allowed a cross-theoretical framework. This 

paper address theories from the philosophical sphere and economic sphere to cut through 

the hot air that much of strategical management lingo is infected with, and develop 

parameters for business to understand the world they are working in. The theoretical 
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framework resulted in what is not just the understanding of the consumer, but also an 

understanding of how a company like BoConcept can compete in the market. BoConcept 

needs to understand its competitor and themselves since they must acknowledge the market 

as a place that is just as much dictated by ideologies as the world we live in. 

 

1.1 Problem statement  

How is a design furniture retailer like BoConcept challenged in their orthodox way of 

doing business by a defining actor like Amazon.com, and how should BoConcept 

understand the customer’s buying behavior to be able to compete in the future? 

 

2. The background of the paper  

To answer the problem statement above, there are more factors in play that need to be 

aligned before answering. The problem includes the case company, BoConcept, and the 

market BoConcept are in—design furniture retail—and therefore it is essential to get an 

understanding of what it means to work with furniture. Furniture is a different category than 

many other retail categories due to the lead time, size of the investment, etc. Furthermore, 

Danish design furniture design has an unavoidable heritage, and there will, therefore, be an 

introduction to furniture as a retail category. The problem statement defines Amazon.com 

as in actor in the market, but it is actors like Amazon.com that are important. Because of 

that, an introduction of the impact huge actors have on the market will be introduced. Many 

state that digital is the future, and therefore an introduction of the current digital age will 

be provided—the post-digital age.  

  

2.1 Furniture - A retail category 

In 2018, Gleaton Marione, Giulio Zotteri and Francesca Montagna wrote an article about 

the customer sensitivity regarding delivery time when the customer bought furniture. 

Furniture retail is a perfect case to examine the delivery time sensitivity because it is rare 

that stores have enough inventory in stock to the extent that the customer can bring the 

furniture home immediately. Furniture is a consumer category that is defined through a high 
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involvement and more consideration since it is a product that is bought for long-time use. 

Most furniture stores have furniture that can be customized to the customer’s demand, e.g., 

the size and the color can be changed, and therefore many stores do not have an inventory 

with stock keeping units (SKU). The setup is based on the idea that the customer is willing 

to wait for the furniture because the customer can gain more value by waiting for the right 

furniture. This idea presumes that time is a cost as much the real price for the furniture, and 

therefore the consumer can act rationally in the purchase of new furniture by valuing price 

and the delivery with future value (Marione et al. 2018: 614).  

 

Marione et al. bring up different parameters, which creates more value for the customers 

and which makes the customers more willing to accept a longer lead time. One of the most 

critical factors for the customer regarding lead time is that that store has a high level of 

service for its customers, which can be in the advisory, but also the general impression of 

the store is important (Marione et al. 2018: 612). Marione et al. investigated a case of an 

Italian furniture retailer that used to sell only made-to-order, but the company has in recent 

years started to stock different SKUs that could be delivered to the customer within a few 

days (Marione et al. 2018). The result of the case shows the delivery time does have an 

impact on the probability of the sale happening, but there is a dependency on the price of 

the product as well.  

 

… the results show that an increase in DLT (ED: Delivery time) shrinks demand 

for low-priced products slightly more significantly than for expensive products. 

This higher consumer propensity to wait for more expensive products not only 

confirms previous findings on the customers’ willingness to wait but also 

extends the relationship between consumer sensitivity to time and perceived 

outcome value to the anticipated reward from the consumer goods (Marione et 

al. 2018: 622).  

 

The result shows that the lower priced goods are more important to have in stock because 

the customer tends to be willing to wait longer for more expensive pieces of furniture. The 
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price is an important parameter in the willingness to wait, but so is substituting pieces of 

furniture. Customers who have access to substituting pieces of furniture—meaning, 

customers who have more furniture stores nearby—will be more sensitive to longer 

delivery times because there will be a larger supply and possibilities (Marione et al. 2018: 

623). These results are based on an Italian furniture retail chain, but it indicates the 

seriousness of the different factors in the purchase decision making of a high-involvement 

purchase like a furniture purchase.  

 

Furniture is a category that is a high-involvement purchase; there is, therefore, many 

considerations prior to the purchase of the piece. Danish design furniture is genuine in the 

consideration process because Danish design is differentiating itself from other designs. To 

get an understanding of the distinct Danish design, we must start at the beginning and 

introduce the founder of Danish design, Kaare Klint. At the beginning of the twentieth 

century, Klint led The Royal Academy of Fine Arts Furniture School for thirty years and 

became the most influential furniture architect within the Danish design tradition (Hansen 

2018: 35). Klint was obsessed with functional furniture and believed that furniture should 

only have a functional reason for existence instead of an aesthetic purpose. Klint believed 

that good furniture could only be designed if the true function was understood through a 

scientific approach (Hansen 2018: 35). An example of this is Klint’s The Sideboard, which 

is designed to have the exact space for all the plates, cups and bowls needed for entertaining 

up to twelve people (Hansen 2018: 38).  

 

This Newtonian effort to discover a scientific truth about furniture design was 

tied closely to the advancement of modernism and had a significant influence on 

a number of humanistic sciences that sought both the objective and the ultimate. 

Klint was Danish furniture design’s foremost exponent of this effort. Every 

object, every piece of furniture, was analyzed systematically down to the tiniest 

detail (Hansen 2018: 37). 
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This scientific process of designing where the obsession of functionality, simplicity and the 

redundancy of aesthetics is what later was called the Klint school narrative (Hansen 2018: 

174). Furthermore, the Klint school narrative was opposed to the other European 

functionalistic movements called Bauhaus, which had its origin in the Dessau, Germany. 

The reason for this opposition was that Bauhaus threw away the traditions and was too 

revolutionary in style (Hansen 2018: 71). In the following decades, a discussion arose 

regarding the lack of aesthetics in the furniture—the two poles in the discussion were 

whether the home should be a place to recharge per people’s own desire, away from the 

public sphere, or should the home be representing the rational of functional welfare society 

(Hansen 2018: 179)? The Klint School narrative was losing momentum over the years, and 

design for the sake of aesthetics became more popular, but Klint has made a considerable 

footprint in the Danish design furniture tradition, and the simple and functional design has 

become an imperative in designing furniture. 

 

The golden age of Danish design furniture is over, but that does not mean that Danish design 

has forgotten its past. In more recent years, Danish design has moved into three different 

paths. The first path is the vintage furniture, meaning that collectors around the world are 

interested in the pieces which are designed and manufactured in the time of the golden age. 

The second path is a retro wave which has created a demand for the furniture, which is 

designed in the post-war period, but the furniture is still in production and is brand new 

when it is delivered to the customer. The third path is where furniture companies get new 

designs that are heavily inspired by the Danish design traditions (Hansen 2018: 403). The 

companies that follow the third path include Muuto, Hay, Normann-Copenhagen, Bolia, 

BoConcept, etc. Most of these companies are actually inviting non-Danish furniture 

architects to design their furniture, which shows that Danish design has moved on from 

being national to being global, and because of the globalization, the visual appeal is 

prioritized. This is called new Scandinavian design (Hansen 2018: 428).  

 

BoConcept is a compelling case because of their scale; they have more than 260 franchise 

stores divided among more than 60 different countries, and BoConcept was the only 
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furniture company listed on the Danish stock exchange until 2016 when it was delisted 

because it was acquired by a private equity fund (Hansen 2018: 429). BoConcept does 

manufacture retro furniture, meaning that they do not have chairs designed by Hans J. 

Wegner or a sideboard designed by Poul Kjærholm in their assortment. BoConcept does 

not use the retro furniture, but they use the narrative of Danish design furniture, meaning 

that the functionality is essential, but the aesthetics are prioritized, so it meets the global 

demand (Hansen 2018: 430). In 2002, BoConcept made a significant change from being a 

furniture manufacturer to become a retail-based company, which meant an even bigger 

focus on branding (Hansen 2018: 430). The focus on branding ended in an increased focus 

their design narrative, and because the Danish design narrative was too narrow for the 

global market, BoConcept’s brand narrative was an extended version of the Danish brand 

narrative.  

 

BoConcept clearly invents a tradition and uses it as support for its brand 

narrative that shows company awareness of the significance of the cultural 

context and consumer’s identity project. Even though the company is not selling 

retro-furniture, it uses the Modern Danish narrative but makes it contemporary 

and global in order to address contemporary consumers who are living in cities 

all over the world. BoConcept seems to be quite successful, at least in branding 

terms, but it is not considered the avant-garde of contemporary Danish furniture 

design, and it is probably unlikely that its furniture is going to end up at Design 

Museum Denmark or at MOMA (Hansen 2018: 430).   

 

2.2 The defining giants  

When you hear about furniture retailing, most people have IKEA come to their mind, 

mostly due to the size of the company and how global the company is. Danish design 

furniture was known for its quality and sleek design, but its Swedish neighbors used the 

minimalistic design a bit differently - or Ingvar Kamprad did. Kamprad bought a furniture 

factory soon after the first store opened. One of the key learnings for many other retailers 
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is IKEA’s supply chain, because IKEA has been focusing on flat-packed goods, which 

means starting the production of a new piece of furniture where the pieces need to fit a 

standard of packaging, so there is as little waste in every shipment as possible (Warnaby 

1999). Furthermore, IKEA also scaled the self-service model in furniture retail because 

they just have a showroom where the customer can find the furniture they like without being 

contacted by a sales associate. There is also a warehouse where the customers must find the 

furniture themselves, and this instant convenience was very new for the customers. This 

was possible due to the size of the stores, but also the massive focus on their supply chain 

(Warnaby 1999). Furthermore, IKEA was one the few who completely neglected the after-

sale service, which includes delivery because it did not fit into the concept of self-service. 

However, in recent years, they have started to offer delivery in some of their stores 

(Warnaby 1999). To sum up, IKEA was a first-mover in making furniture shopping an 

experience where self-service was the base and had such a vast assortment with a fixed 

product that could be picked up at the warehouse. IKEA has meant a great deal to the 

furniture retail category, but in the last couple of years, there has been a hurdle: the growing 

e-commerce trend, and one e-retailer is in focus, Amazon.com (Sabroe 2019). 

 

In 1994, a new company was registered in the state of Washington, Amazon.com. In the 

beginning, Amazon.com only sold books, but it was not because the books were a sudden 

passion for its founder, Jeff Bezos, but it was the market category that Bezos thought would 

be easiest to sell over the internet because it is an easily comparable product and easy to 

ship. Furthermore, it was not a coincidence that Jeff Bezos chose the state of Washington, 

the capital, to be the address of the headquarters. It was because it is a state with a low 

population, which meant they could reach out to more customers without adding sales tax 

(Stone 2013: 46). A few years later, Amazon.com added a new category, which was toys, 

and that was also based on some of the same parameters as books (Stone 2013: 110). Today 

Amazon.com is seen as the world’s biggest retailer, with an extensive assortment where 

almost everything can be found, including books, toys, fashion, movies, furniture, etc. Most 

of these products are stored at the huge warehouses in the different markets they are in, e.g., 

the logistics center in Hamburg which is 64,000 square meters (Damsgaard 2018). Over the 
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years, Amazon.com opened up different approaches to be able to offer as much as possible, 

and therefore some of the goods sold on the site are not owned by Amazon.com. 

Amazon.com offers smaller businesses the opportunity to use Amazon.com as a 

marketplace to sell their goods through Amazon.com. By having this marketplace, 

Amazon.com opens for collaborations with other companies, which is a key factor if they 

should keep up the pace in their expansions. Even though Amazon.com is opening for 

collaborations, many retailers still see Amazon.com as a huge threat, and mostly because 

of Amazon.com’s logistical set-up. Hence, Amazon.com is increasing the delivery 

standards by offering two-hour delivery for their customers on certain goods in certain cities 

(Stephens 2017: 29). Amazon.com is even started to work on what they call “anticipatory 

shipping”, which means that the product will already be shipped to the customer before the 

customer has ordered the product. They are only able to do so because they have enough 

data on the specific customer, so they can calculate the customer’s need, buying behaviors, 

and patterns for sudden products (Stephens 2017: 35).  

 

Amazon.com has been growing a lot in a few years, and that growth is spread over more 

markets with wider and deeper assortment, collaborations, etc. All this growth was enabled 

by the way Bezos does business, and because Bezos has this idea of always growing his 

business, which meant that every penny earned should be reinvested in more stock or new 

activities. Bezos knew that if Amazon.com just kept on growing, then the traditional retail 

chains would not be able to keep up the pace. Even among the retailers that thought they 

were safe due to some specific product categories, there are no safe-haven categories (Stone 

2013: 80) (Stephens 2017: 29). Amazon.com’s huge market share and heavy growth, and 

the lack of response by traditional retail chains with brick-and-mortar stores have been 

conceptualized:  

 

To be Amazoned means ‘to watch helplessly as the online upstart from Seattle 

vacuums up the customers and profits of your traditional brick-and-mortar 

business (Stone 2013: 17) 
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2.3 The post-digital age 

Dough Stephens investigates the future of retailing in a post-digital world in the book 

Reengineering Retail (2017), and in the following pages, the concept of post-digitalism will 

be explained. The concept of post-digitalism is a response to our disenchantment of all the 

IT and the social media, meaning that our obsession with the digital gadget is decreasing 

(Cramer 2015: 13). It is important to understand that decreased obsession with digital 

gadgets does not mean that there is a decrease in digital necessity. Post-digitalism is merely 

a hybrid of different trends in our society, and one of the trends is the lack of disruption in 

new media. This lack of disruption in new media should not be understood as a lack of new 

media and technology but should be understood as people being more difficult to impress, 

which means disruptive new media are not received as disruptive (Cramer 2015: 20). A 

second trend is to combine the analog and the digital with each other, meaning that the line 

between the analog and digital is getting blurred. This trend leads to a new way for people 

to use media and technology (Cramer 2015: 20). The necessity of the analog in the post-

digital is obvious, and the focus of post-digitalism is to be an opponent to the fascination 

and obsession with new technology. Therefore, the post-digital is also dependent on retro 

technology (Cramer 2015: 21). The retro technology and media are opening for the use of 

technology and media that fits into the context, rather than being forgotten, and that the 

media is contributing to the context (Cramer 2015: 22). 

 

The post-digital is, then, both an aesthetic and a logic that informs the re-

presentation of space and time within an epoch that is after-digital, but which 

remains profoundly computational and organized through a constellation of 

techniques and technologies to order things to stand by (Berry 2015: 45). 

 

The post-digitalization is where the borders between the digital and the reality are blurred, 

but not because the digital starts to represent reality. This is also shown in the less wow-

factor in new technologies, because we as a society start to assume the existence of the 

digital, instead of being surprised or astonished by the digital. It is this change in our 

understanding of the digital that is the post-digital. The digital becomes a layer in reality, 
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and because of this layer, the complexity of our reality is increased drastically (Berry 2015: 

54). One of the derivative trends of the post-digital age is gamification, which is a concept 

that explains the use game-thinking and the game mechanics in non-game contexts (Bunz 

2015: 196). The gamification is a factor in the blurriness of the lines between the digital 

and reality because the digital used to be important for the professional efficiency. 

However, now our leisure becomes work, and vice versa (Bunz 2015: 197). This is also 

shown in the way media in advertising is used and perceived today. Normally, advertising 

had three different roles “to tell a brand story, to create urgency for a product or service, 

above all, to drive consumers down to the funnel toward a point of purchase (Stephens 

2017: 66).” In this traditional setup, the store was just a point of purchase, and the 

advertising took care of the rest. Now it has changed, and the store is just as much a media 

as the advertising. The store as a media encapsulates the post-digital concept because it 

shows the lack in the digital, but it also shows that the digital and the tangible are dependent 

on each other. The gamification is just as seen in Stephens’ understanding of how customers 

act in the post-digital age, because in this age of post-digitalization, there is an exploring 

part in the shopping experience, and by adding gamification, the shopping experience is 

more exciting (Stephens 2017: 104). Post-digital is reassembling the way retailers and e-

retailers should do business, since the digital is assumed to be there and does not impress 

the customers, so the necessity of the tangible media is increasing.  

 

… the inability to touch and feel the products we shop for online has from the 

beginning, been one of the most significant drawbacks for e-commerce, 

especially in the appeal and furniture categories. We know that how textiles and 

other materials feel is critical to our decision-making process and our ultimate 

satisfaction with the product (Stephens 2017: 94). 

 

The post-digital is both an aesthetic and logic, and therefore the understanding of post-

digitalism needs to be addressed in a specific context, which Stephens brings in. Stephens 

states that certain categories have trouble navigating the post-digital age because they are 

too reliant on the traditional ways of doing business. As mentioned, our reality is now 
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reliant on both the digital and tangible, and people now expect an interface that contains 

the digital as well as the tangible. 

 

3. The theoretical apparatus  

This paper draws on three different areas of theory. The first one is Keith E. Thompson and 

Yat Ling Chen’s (1998) understanding of hedonism in retail. This understanding is 

introduced to frame how buying behavior should be approached in this paper, and hence 

how a store’s image can play a role in the buying process. In the following pages, the 

understanding will be understood, but the method, means-end, will furthermore be 

considered with the data later in the methodological considerations. The second theoretical 

area is Joseph Pine and James Gilmore’s notion of authenticity. Again, this notion is 

focused on retailers, and it is a way to define the possible perceptions of a retail brand from 

the consumer’s perspective. The concept of authenticity is also defined as non-static and 

relative, which means that there is not an ideal authenticity that should be achieved, but it 

is rather a normative concept for retailers to work their brand in a proper manner. The last 

theoretical part that will be introduced is Slavoj Žižek’s concept of ideology, and to 

understand that concept, the concepts of ideological fantasy, the death drive, and the object 

will be introduced to get a better understanding of how ideology works and which kinds of 

dynamics there are in play. Žižek’s concept of ideology is important for further analysis 

because it is a concept that can help us to understand organizational logic and drivers in 

organizational changes. This understanding of how to organize will, in this paper, be how 

to organize or compete in the market. The three theoretical areas are different from each 

other, which also means that they work independently from each other. However, in the 

analysis, they will be combined to get an understanding of what BoConcept should consider 

if they should be able to compete against an actor like Amazon.com. 

 

3.1 Hedonism in retail 

In consumer behavior, it is typical to work with either a utilitarian behavior or a hedonic 

behavior. The utilitarian behavior can be traced back to the philosophers Jeremy Bentham 
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and John Stuart Mill who brought up an ethic, which was based on the utility gained by the 

individual. Utilitarian behavior is extremely rational and logical and can be calculated, 

meaning that it does not make sense to behave in a way where you do not get more utility. 

The opposite of utilitarian behavior is hedonic behavior where feelings are the main driver 

(Solomon et al. 2016: 129). In hedonic behavior and consumption, the rationality is not as 

tangible as in the utilitarian behavior because hedonism is dependent on the receiver, which 

makes it subjective and anti-static. A hedonistic behavior is a behavior that is a desire of 

enjoyment and lust. However, it does not mean that people act like animals without any 

formal control of their behavior, because hedonism can also be understood as a behavior 

where we are avoiding anti-enjoyment. In furniture retailing, a hedonic buying behavior is 

typically seen because the furniture has an aesthetic and not just a function. This aesthetic 

is seen in the design of furniture, and since there are many different styles in furniture, e.g., 

Scandinavian design, Bauhaus, etc., a utilitarian behavior is difficult to address; hence, the 

customer chooses the design due to personal preferences. Even though buying furniture 

shows heavily hedonic buying behavior, it does not mean that every sense of utilitarian 

rationality is absent, because price and quality are factors that can be understood and 

considered in a rational matter. Even though hedonic buying behavior is still the main 

understanding of this paper, the next part of this paper will clarify how to work with hedonic 

buying behavior.  

 

The means to an end 

Hedonism has been used to describe the consumers’ behavior, but as mentioned, it is not 

very tangible; hence, it is based on the subject’s emotions and feelings. Furthermore, how 

can retailers use their customers’ hedonic behavior in developing their business? Keith E. 

Thompson and Yat Ling Chen (1998) have a way to work with hedonic behavior with a 

retail perspective. They analyze how to work with the store’s image due to the hedonic 

behavior of the consumer. They use the means-end analysis. Means-end is an analytical 

tool that can help us to understand customers’ buying behavior, and therefore a lot of the 

data for this paper will come from the means-ends. To understand hedonism further, we 

must acknowledge non-utilitarian purchases because, to understand hedonic buying 
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behavior, we need to understand what drives people to make hedonic purchases. Hedonism 

can be metaphysical, but hedonic buying behavior needs a sudden tangibility; hence there 

is a product or a service that is purchased. Per to Thomson and Chen, every store has certain 

attributes, e.g., assortment, location, quality of goods. Means-end seeks to understand the 

customers’ journey in the buying process, because it focuses on how the attributes of the 

product and service are leading to the desired state, e.g., happiness, self-expression, etc. 

The means-end model seeks to create a cognitive map with the knowledge the customer has 

of the product and the customer’s self-knowledge (Thompson & Chen 1998: 162). The 

model consists of three different parts, which are: attributes, consequence, and value. The 

attributes are the tangible and easily observable, which means they are concrete attributes, 

and examples of this are price, the size of the sofa, etc. Attributes can also be atmosphere 

and experiences, but these are called abstract attributes, and in a furniture store, it could be 

a good service from the sales associate, but also something that creates an atmosphere like 

music or a smell. The next part is the consequences, and the consequences are where the 

attributes are in a context, which means that price is taken into account for how much 

money the customer needs to spend, or where the location is defining how much time the 

customer spends for the purchase. These examples are called functional consequences 

because the attributes are put into a functional context, and for furniture retailers, it could 

be that the customer can have a personalized home because of an attribute, which is that the 

furniture can be customized. Consequences can also be a psycho-social consequence, where 

it is about pleasure, discomfort, status, etc. The psycho-social is where the first irrational 

tendencies begin to show because it is a matter of subjective context. Furthermore, these 

consequences can also be psychological, where it is a matter of the feelings the customer 

had when considering the purchase, so if the atmosphere in the store is cozy, and the 

customer wants to have the same atmosphere at home, the customer will buy the furniture. 

Consequences can also be social because the customer can take into consideration what 

others feel when the customer purchases, e.g., a customer buys a specific piece of furniture 

because the customer believes it will place himself in a better social status. The next part is 

values, which are either instrumental or terminal, and values are defined as highly abstract 

and difficult to define compared to attributes. The instrumental value is the effect from the 
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psycho-social consequence, because it is at this stage where the consumer can achieve a 

feeling, like cheerfulness or independency, which results in a terminal value, which is the 

value at the base of our actions. For example, the customer has a value, which is to express 

himself, which means he wants to follow the trend in how to decorate a home (Thompson 

& Chen 1998: 163) (Saaka et al. 2004).   

 

3.2 The consumers crave: Authenticity  

The world of retail is already always changing; this is seen through new store concepts, 

locations, e-commerce, omnichannel, etc. The change is normally based on the change in 

the consumer’s demand, because retailers want to be appealing enough that they can attract 

customers and make a profit. What consumers want has changed over the decades, since 

the consumers used to be more focused on the actual product, which meant that the 

parameters like availability, cost, and quality were important. Availability means that that 

the purchase was based on a reliable supply of the products, and cost resulted in that 

customers prioritize a lower price, but the quality is a parameter for the consumer that 

allowed the consumer to prioritize a better quality of the products. Over the years, the 

experience of shopping became more central for the consumer, and the experience economy 

arose, which meant that for retailers to be successful, they had to turn shopping into an 

experience. The changes in retail do not stop at the experience economy, because now 

Joseph Pine and James Gilmore point out that authenticity is criteria for success for retailers 

(Pine & Gilmore 2007: 3). 

 

How can authenticity be used in promoting a retailer? First, authenticity is a matter of the 

consumer’s self-image, because authenticity is evolving in the comparison of oneself and 

others, meaning that it is a matter of the internal and the external impressions of our being. 

Authenticity is imperative, which will differentiate commodities and services (Pine & 

Gilmore 2007: 3). Retailers need to find the reality of themselves if they want to be 

perceived as authentic, and the actualizing of the real authentic retailer is a process, which 
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is difficult because it is a balance of the abstract and the tangible (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 

10).   

 

The bottom line is: can businesses help individuals find authenticity in a world 

where people no longer esteem our most basic social institution? Yes, but only 

if each kind of institution recognizes the loss purpose at the core of their 

problems. Businesses, in particular, must accept greater responsibility and 

transparency - starting with maintaining the basic accounting integrity - and then 

fully contend with this new consumer sensibility for authenticity (Pine & 

Gilmore 2007: 28) 

 

Retailers need to understand the importance of authenticity, but their authenticity often 

clashes with their sole purpose, their raison d’être, which is to make a profit (Pine & 

Gilmore 2007: 29). It is the clash that complicates the company’s authenticity, because, 

how can a company stay authentic if they must be accountable to their shareholders? The 

answers lie within the use of authenticity as a marketing tool, but also as an organizational 

tool, because the authenticity needs are entrenched in the organization if the brand wants to 

be perceived as authentic. The issue with authenticity as a business tool is that it is not just 

something a business can choose to be, and a company’s authenticity is either black or 

white—a company is either real or fake. Because of the difficulty of defining a company as 

being real or fake, Pine and Gilmore state three axioms for authenticity: first, if a company 

needs to tell you they are authentic, then the company is not authentic. Second, if a company 

tells you they are authentic, then they need to be authentic. Third, it is easier for a company 

to be authentic if they do not tell they are authentic (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 44). The axioms 

might overlap each other, but the axioms’ overlapping shows it is an abstract and a blurry 

business tool. To help businesses incorporate authenticity, Pine and Gilmore bring in the 

possibility of rendering the authenticity. The rendering of authenticity is reliant on the 

acknowledgment of authenticity and is merely a tool for making a profit. The rendering is 

made possible by Pine and Gilmore’s theory of Progression of Economic Value. The 
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different steps in the theory allow different kinds of authenticity, and these kinds need to 

be understood if we want to understand the concept of authenticity itself. 

 

The five kinds of authenticity 

Pine and Gilmore bring up five different kinds of authenticity that help companies to render 

their authenticity, but as Pine and Gilmore acknowledge, it is important that companies 

understand they are intrinsically fake, as their very existential being is fake. Even though 

the output from the companies can be real, it is only real if the consumers perceive it as 

real. It is important to keep in mind that the rendering is merely a tool to cover the 

companies’ intrinsic inauthenticity (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 89).  

 

The first kind of authenticity is natural authenticity, which is natural because it reminds the 

consumer of what is basic, which means this kind of authenticity is dwelling in the past, 

and therefore the company should study history and try to copy it. This authenticity is 

cynical because it does not want the output to be a fairytale, but instead, the output should 

be rustic and left raw—it is the perception of what people find natural that matters (Pine & 

Gilmore 2007: 56). Natural authenticity can be summarized to be a pure form of authentic 

rendering because it is a matter of keeping the activities/products simple and transparent.  

 

The second kind of authenticity is original authenticity, which is also looking back at the 

past, but it should not be understood as natural because the rawness and bareness are not 

important in this kind authenticity. Original authenticity can be more artificial than the 

natural because it is more a matter of looking old or to join the anti-growth movement 

because a company can also go against the capitalistic norms and become more authentic 

(Pine & Gilmore 2007: 62). It is also this kind of authenticity that goes against a heavy 

expansion in retail, because to be at many locations can compromise the originality of the 

store (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 59). The third kind of authenticity is exceptional authenticity, 

which means the company should be more outstanding, and not just be dull or dusty. This 

kind of authenticity replies to the customer’s desire to try something new and something 

exceptional. This exceptionality can be done through a combination of new materials, 
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prioritizing a direct and individual service for the customers, or innovating the ways of 

doing business (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 62). Furthermore, companies can be exceptional if 

they are temporary, which means retailers can have pop-up stores to gain more exception 

ability (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 67). The fourth kind of authenticity is referential 

authenticity, which is a kind of authenticity that is the opposite of the original authenticity 

because referential authenticity will always have an external reference. This kind of 

authenticity can be used to evoke a specific place or time, e.g., an Italian restaurant that is 

decorated in such a way that it reminds us of being in Italy. This kind of authenticity is 

doing a serious parody of something that the company believes is reflecting the company 

better. The only hurdle with this kind of authenticity is that it is a fine line because the 

authenticity should make the company more real and not a fake parody (Pine & Gilmore 

2007: 70-71). The fifth and last kind of authenticity is influential authenticity. This kind of 

authenticity relies on the promises the company made to its customers because this 

authenticity is trying to add a purpose to the purchase, which can either fulfill the consumer 

or promote a social cause (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 77). Influential authenticity strives to be 

a spiritual answer for the consumers, which means it is an abstract authenticity, and that is 

why it is important that the company does not promise more than it can deliver.  

 

The five kinds of authenticity will often be used individually, but that does not mean that a 

company cannot use more than one. A company could, theoretically, use all five kinds, but 

it is not always possible in a practical manner, and sometimes it is not even desirable (Pine 

& Gilmore 2007: 77-78). Before a company uses one of the five kinds of authenticity, the 

company should have a clear understanding of what kind of economic offering they are 

selling: commodity, goods, service, experience or transformation. Otherwise, the rendering 

will fail. (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 77) 

 

Real or fake 

The five kinds of authenticity are a way to render the company’s authenticity, but it can 

only be rendered if the company accepts its inauthenticity. For the further rendering of a 

company’s authenticity, every company should ask themselves the following two 
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questions: Is what the company offers in itself true? Moreover, does the offering promise 

exactly what it is (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 97)? The two questions create a matrix called the 

Polonius matrix, and it has the following outcomes: real-real, real-fake, fake-real and fake-

fake. Companies, which might not be perceived authentic, can use the Polonius matrix to 

gain more authenticity. To use the Polonius matrix, the company should follow four steps. 

First, the company should assess its current state, which means a company should 

categorize themselves in the Polonius matrix. It is very important to be harsh because no 

company will be able to categorize themselves as real-real since it is a utopian state of 

authenticity for companies (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 102). The second step is to accept the 

given fate and not try to change it, because authenticity is relative, meaning that if a 

company is completely inauthentic, fake-fake, then the company should celebrate the 

inauthenticity instead of covering it up. The same goes if a company is real-fake, because 

then the company should show they are aware of their inauthenticity, but not promote it 

(Pine & Gilmore 2007: 102). The third step is to overcome the fake, even though being 

real-real is utopian, that does not mean that a company should not strive to be it. To 

overcome the fake, the company has found the errors in their authenticity and should not 

promise something that they cannot deliver (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 103). The fourth and 

last step is to signify the real, which means that authenticity should be expressed in the 

elements of the business, which can be done in materials, features, etc. It is important that 

the signifier should encapsulate the company’s brand and authenticity (Pine & Gilmore 

2007: 103). 

 

3.3 The concept of ideology 

In this paper, a specific notion of ideology will be used, and it is Slavoj Žižek’s notion. To 

narrow the use of theory, this paper will include the theory that is evolved in the book: the 

sublime object of ideology (1989). Žižek bases his theory on Lacan, Marx, and Hegel, and 

therefore they are indirectly used, but the theoretical concepts will be used as Žižek uses 

them and the references will be to Žižek. Furthermore, throughout the following pages, the 

Žižekian triad will be mentioned several times, which consists of the imaginary order, the 
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symbolic order and the Real, but because they are closely linked, there will not be separate 

paragraphs for each. However, they will be explained throughout the following pages.  

 

Ideological fantasy  

To get a basic understanding of what ideology is, we have to go back Karl Marx and his 

understanding of ideology, which is: “Sie wissen das nicht, aber sie tun es - They do not 

know it, but they are doing it (Žižek 1989: 24).” This Marxian understanding states that 

ideology is making the people blind because it is an underlying paradigm, which we cannot 

see. By having ideologies, we are becoming more naïve, because the ideological 

understanding is invisibly entrenching our mind, so we fit into the system (Žižek 1989: 24-

25). Žižek states that by having a Marxian understanding of ideology, there is a fallacy 

because, if a person starts to know, where will the person go? He will not fit in, but he will 

dissolve himself and disappear into a new reality. The logical conclusion is then to follow 

Peter Sloterdijk’s presentation of ideology: They know very well what they are doing, but 

still, they are doing it (Žižek 1989: 25). Both perspectives on ideology are based on 

knowing and doing, but they are not right. It is true that the knowing and the doing are 

essential, but the sequence is wrong. By stating that ideology is something we clearly see, 

but that we are not acting on the what we see, we neglect the damasking through ideology—

ideology can be compared to a pair of glasses, which creates a filtered perspective. Žižek 

states that both Marx’s and Sloterdijk’s understanding of ideology is wrong. Žižek 

understands ideology as: “They know very well how things really are, but still they are 

doing as if they did not know. The illusion is therefore double: it consists of overlooking 

the illusion which is constructing our real, effective relationship to reality. And this 

overlooked, unconscious illusion is what may be called ideological fantasy (Žižek 1989: 

30).” The ideological fantasy is a double illusion because it is an illusion of the illusion we 

have of the reality. This led to a critique of our post-ideological society because the post-

ideological society is just an illusion we have. Today, we do not believe that ideology 

controls the agenda as the purpose of ideology is not to mask the real state of things, but to 

create an unconscious fantasy that facilitates our social reality (Žižek 1989: 30). 
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Where does the illusion come from? To answer that we must turn to an old joke about a 

man who thought he was a piece of corn, and every time he saw a hen, he was frightened 

because he thought the hen would eat him. His family grew tired of his behavior, so they 

sent him to a doctor who spent weeks trying to cure him. Finally, the man was cured. He 

no longer believed he was a piece of corn, and he was sent back to the world outside. On 

his way home, he saw a hen, and he ran frightened back to the doctor who tried to calm him 

down: “Why are you still afraid if you know you are not a piece of corn?” The frightened 

man replied “I know I am not a piece of corn, but how do I know that the hen also knows 

that?” (Žižek 1989: 33) This joke captures the essence of the other, which is an entity 

controlling your perception. It is the same when we are watching TV shows or series where 

there is canned laughter. The obvious answer is that the TV shows have canned laughter to 

nudge the viewers to laugh, but “the only correct answer would be that the other—embodied 

in the television set—is relieving us even of our duty to laugh is laughing instead of us. So 

even if, tired from a hard day’s stupid work, all evening we did nothing but gaze drowsily 

into the television screen, we can say afterward that, objectively, through the medium of 

the other, we had a really good time (Žižek 1989: 33).” Through this reflection on the other, 

we create a base of our ideological fantasy. It is the ideological fantasy that is structuring 

our so-called reality, and that is best shown in the Lacanian psychoanalytic understanding, 

which is exemplified in an old story. There once was a man who had a very sick son, and 

one evening the son passed away. The old man lit some candles around the deathbed, but 

the old man fell asleep. After a few hours, the old man dreamt that his son was standing in 

front of him covered by flames. He said “Father, don’t you see I am burning?” The old man 

woke up immediately and saw that one of the candles had fallen into the dead son’s bed, 

and therefore the son was on fire (Žižek 1989: 44). Some will claim that it was the smell of 

smoke that made the old man wake up, but that is wrong. The way we should understand 

the situation is that the father was dreaming, so he could prolong his sleep. The sentence 

“Father, don’t you see I’m burning,” announces the father’s guilt, which is the Real of his 

desire, and he wakes up because he wants to escape into reality, but reality is merely a 

construction of our fantasy, which helps to mask the Real of our desire (Žižek 1989: 45). 

The Real of the desire can only be understood in the imaginary, e.g., the dream, but we are 
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avoiding understanding it, and therefore, the understanding can only evolve in the escape 

from the Real of the desire, which means that the ideological fantasy is structuring our 

reality. 

 

The death drive 

Every ideological fantasy is rooted in something symbolic—a particular thing, something 

that does not necessarily have causality. The symbol is something that captures the essence 

of the ideology, which is something we desire. One the best examples of this is Coca Cola. 

The ideology a Coke captures is the American ideology in all its diversity and complexity 

because a Coke derives from the American ideology, but to grasp the non-tangible 

American ideology is impossible, and therefore the Coke becomes the true object of our 

desire (Žižek 1989: 106).   

 

… in the fantasy scene, the desire is not yet fulfilled, ‘satisfied,’ but constituted 

(given its objects, and so on) - through fantasy; we learn ‘how to desire.’ In this 

intermediate position lies the paradox of fantasy: it is the frame co-ordinating 

our desire but at the same time a defense against ‘che vuoi?’1, a screen 

concealing the gap, the abyss of the desire of the Other. Sharpening the paradox 

to its utmost - to tautology2 - we could say desire itself is a defense against desire: 

the desire structured through fantasy is a defense against the desire of the Other, 

against this ‘pure’, trans-phantasmic desire (i.e., the ‘death drive’ in its pure 

form) (Žižek 1989: 132). 

 

We are not steady or constant. Everything we think or do is combat, either we are 

constructing or deconstructing. We are either desiring an object or are an object of desire, 

and when we are an object of desire, it is still in our perspective, which means there is a 

double-layered perspective because we desire that the Other desires us. Imagine you have 

                                                 
1Che vuoi means, in this context, the other’s desire, which we are becoming an object for.  
2 Tautology means logic without fallacies, it is the ideal mathematic argument/logic.  
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someone watching every step you take, and you want to follow the expectation that 

someone has. We are then becoming an object for subjection. An example of this subjection 

is seen in the way certain people are in power. We treat the royal family as though they are 

royals, but the truth is, they are royals because we treat them as royals (Žižek 1989: 163). 

It is a matter of perception and our starting point, e.g., as the previous example brings up, 

we are excluding someone from society, meaning we are excluding the royal family from 

ourselves, so we then desire the royal family. It is here that we see the death drive between 

the two deaths. Žižek brings up a good example of what it means that we die twice: We all 

know those cartoons where a character is chasing something and is in the pursuit of the 

goal, but then the character runs off a cliff. At first, the character does not fall, because it 

only falls when the character realizes that he is standing in the air. Meaning the first death 

is unstoppable and within every motion, and the second death is when we understand that 

we are dead, like when a cartoon character is looking down and sees there is only air beneath 

him (Žižek 1989: 148). It is like running at the Penrose stairs because for every you step 

you take, you think you are moving forwards and upwards. However, it is in the 

acknowledgment of where you are and that you do not move that the second death shows 

itself. To put it into ideological terminology, when we have a totalitarian ideology as 

communism, the communist party is existing to help people. However, if the people go 

against the party, then the rebellions end up being the enemy of the people, and therefore 

they need to be excluded/punished (Žižek 1989: 165). 

  

The Object 

Žižek’s book is called the sublime object of ideology. Therefore, it makes sense to 

understand what object is in ideologies. And the best Žižekian way to explain it is through 

an old Soviet joke about Lenin, Lenin’s wife, and Lenin’s wife’s lover.  

 

At an art exhibition in Moscow, there is a picture showing Nadezhda Krupskaya, 

Lenin’s wife, in bed with a young member of the Komsomol. The title of the 

picture is ‘Lenin in Warsaw.’ A bewildered visitor asks the guide: But where is 
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Lenin? The guide replies quietly and with dignity: ‘Lenin is in Warsaw’ (Žižek 

1989: 178). 

  

You can approach the picture as the bewildered visitor, where you have the objective 

distance to the picture and the title, which means you do not understand the art the picture 

represents. But why is this joke showing the object? What is the object in this picture? The 

object of this picture is Lenin, because, even though he is absent, he is the one who is 

facilitating the opportunity for laughter (Žižek 1989: 178). We see a picture, which cannot 

be understood unless you understand there is a missing object, Lenin. It is exactly the 

missing object that is defining, and that is the object that we find in every ideology. As 

mentioned in the part about the death drive, nothing is static, which is also seen in the joke 

because the picture produces the title, and the title is producing the understanding of the 

situation, which means it is the fantasy that is creating the object. The creation of an object 

is paradoxical because how can it be that fantasy needs something tangible? It comes from 

the Lacanian critique of the concept of metalanguage. The language will always be off when 

it describes objects, and therefore it is a describing language; ergo language is in itself a 

metalanguage (Žižek 1989: 177). Language cannot fully describe objects, and therefore the 

movement between language and object is described through “… objet petit a. The self-

referential movement of the signifier is not a closed circle, but an elliptical movement 

around a certain void. And the objet petit a, as the lost object which in a way coincides with 

its own loss, is precisely the embodiment of this void (Žižek 1989: 177).” The objet petit a 

is a signifier, which means we desire the object because we do not have the exact object, 

which means it is symbolizing the void. It goes back to the joke of Lenin in Warsaw, 

because he was the object and the object coincides because the object is missing. The objet 

petit a is the desired object that is missing, and that can be seen in another joke: once there 

was a young man who wanted to avoid military service by pretending he was mad. His 

symptom of this madness was that he checked every piece of paper in the military doctor’s 

office, and every time he had a piece of paper in his hands, the young man said, “that is not 

it.” After a while, the military doctor was convinced that he was mad, and therefore gave 

the young man a piece of paper stating that he was not fit for military service. The young 
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man has the piece of paper in his hands, read it, and he says cheerfully, “that is it!” Here it 

is obvious that there is a missing object, which creates a symbolic order of madness. It is 

the collapse of the order between the young man’s madness and where the new order—one 

where he got the piece of paper he wanted—the Real, unfolds itself. 

 

The above shows that our desire is circling around a certain object, the objet petit a, which 

is a missing object that should fill the gap we have that is created through the collapse 

between the symbolic order and our imagination. The next step to a better understanding is 

through the notion of our free choice. Just because we have a desire based on our 

imagination does not mean that we have full control of our choices. It is established that the 

post-ideological era does not make sense. Ideology is still here because we know what we 

are doing, but we are pretending not to know. Every ideology is setting some norms, so 

even if we are in a liberal democratic country, we still experience “… choix force3 (…) the 

community is saying to the subject: you have the freedom to choose, but on condition that 

you choose the right thing (…) He must choose what is already given to him (Žižek 1989: 

186).” With the forced choice, we should approach choices as though we have already 

chosen. An example of this is love because most people are told that they can love exactly 

the one they want. However, if you place five men or women in front of you, it does not 

make sense to choose whom you will love. Love is something that cannot be tamed or 

dictated, it will evolve suddenly as if you have already chosen, even though you were told 

you could love anyone (Žižek 1989: 187).  

 

There is no easy understandable distinction between the object and the subject, and this is 

because of the Žižekian triad. All the above—the ideological fantasy, the death drive, and 

the object—are just functions within this triad of the Real, the imaginary and the symbolic 

order. The theory is based upon psychoanalysis, and the triad is trying to define the subject. 

It is basically a matter of the desire because the Real is trapped in the gap between the 

symbolic order and the imagination. The symbolic order needs the imaginary as much the 

                                                 
3 Meaning: forced choice 
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imaginary needs the symbolic order because neither of them is clarifying enough to stand 

alone.  

 

What the object is masking, dissimulating, by its massive, fascinating presence, 

is not some other positivity but its own place, the void, the lack that is filling in 

by its presence - the lack of the Other. And what Lacan calls ‘going through the 

fantasy’ consists precisely in the experience of such an inversion apropos of the 

fantasy-object: the subject must undergo the experience of how the ever-lacking 

object-cause of desire is in itself nothing but an objectification, an embodiment 

of a certain lack; of how its fascinating presence is here just to mask the 

emptiness of the place it occupies, the emptiness which is exactly the lack in the 

Other - Which makes the big Other (the symbolic order) perforated, inconsistent 

(Žižek 1989: 221-222).  

 

The symbolic order is encapsulated in the other because that institution is creating the norms 

and rules, which is clearly shown in the forced choice where free choice ends up being a 

paradox. The other, or the big other, is defining the symbolic order, but that does not mean 

it is tangible. It can only be perceived through the psyche, like God. God is not someone 

who is standing in front of us. God is merely a symbolic representation of certain values 

and norms. It is also through the other that the subject is becoming an object, because the 

subject wants to be desired, though not necessarily in a sexual manner. Therefore, it makes 

sense to describe the subject as a split subject, because the subject is torn between the void 

of the Other’s desire, and the fantasy-object, which the subject is using to fill out this void 

(Žižek 1989: 223). The subject is constituted through his own division, which is such a 

traumatic discovery that we better know as the death drive, which was introduced 

previously. A man is sick unto his death, he is derailed by his fascination of a lethal thing. 

A thing so desirable that it must be defined through our fantasy because no such thing can 

be so desirable by its intrinsic value (Žižek 1989: 204). The Real shows itself through this 

traumatic kernel, and therefore the symbolization of the Real is through the split subject. 
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4. Methodological considerations  

The theory has been introduced, so before the analysis, the methodology of this paper is 

going to be presented. The methodological considerations are a way to frame the paper even 

more, and to make it more clear what kind of results can be expected. The first part is about 

the scientific paradigm, critical theory, and it is introduced because it is framing the purpose 

of this paper. The use of critical theory sets some limits about how the theory should be 

addressed, but also what kind of data is important. After the introduction of critical theory 

and how the scientific paradigm is shown in the paper, the case company will be introduced. 

The case company is BoConcept, which is a design furniture retailer that has a global store 

footprint. The third part introduces a method for some data collections that were used for 

the means-end model, which was briefly introduced in the theoretical part regarding 

hedonic buying behavior. Means-end as a method will be introduced, but also how it is used 

in the data collection for this paper. The fourth part in the methodological consideration is 

where the data that is not collected for the Means-end will be introduced, but the 

methodological limits will also be discussed so it is clear what the frame for the rest of the 

paper is.  

 

4.1 Critical theory 

This paper is written with critical theory as a scientific paradigm. Critical theory is a 

scientific paradigm that distances itself from the orthodox scientific paradigms, e.g., 

positivism. Where positivism seeks to understand something specific and to develop a 

theory that is universal, critical theory should always embrace the context of the society 

(Sørensen 2013: 254). The embracing means that the theory should not be divided into 

certain areas and be neglected in other areas. An example of this is to see economic theory 

as a theory that should only be used to analyze economic problems, or only use 

psychoanalysis to understand the psyche. These blurred lines of where the theory is being 

used are creating the possibilities for using psychoanalysis to understand economic 

problems, meaning that a cross-theoretical approach is not only allowed, but is expected 

(Sørensen 2013: 256). To accept critical theory, we also need to accept that there are 
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theories that are not critical and are blind to their own lack of critique (Sørensen 2013: 245). 

Critical theory refuses to be descriptive because it is important that critical theory points 

out where the faults are in the orthodox theory. By pointing out the faults in the orthodox 

theory, the critique needs to develop a new and better understanding. That is called 

dialectic, which includes a thesis, an antithesis, and a synthesis. A thesis could be an 

orthodox theory, and through the critique (anti-thesis), the synthesis evolves, meaning that 

the critique will add a better understanding of the matter (Sørensen 2013: 268). The 

dialectic understanding is important in the matter of ontology because critical theory will 

not accept what is present or static because there is a bigger truth that should be 

investigated. However, it can only be done through a critical approach to what we have 

now. Critical theory should enlighten people, so people can be freed from false truths. 

Furthermore, the ontology of critical theory states that there is a truth, but we have not yet 

achieved an understand or observation of it, which leads us to the epistemology matter. 

Since we have not understood the final truth, we need to work on how we perceive what 

can be true, and again it is the matter of criticizing what is claimed to be true, as it is in the 

critique that we extend our knowledge (Sørensen 2013).  

 

Critical theory shows itself in the whole existence of this paper because the purpose of this 

paper is to criticize the norms and ideals the design furniture retailer follows. The critique 

is focused on the use of the orthodox strategical tool within retail, and due to the given 

circumstance of Amazon.com starting to entrench the furniture market even more, hence 

its wide assortment. This paper does not accept the traditional theorizing of the topic, 

because the known and current theory will always be understood in an ideological context, 

and not for the truth itself (Sørensen 2013). This means that this paper is highly normative, 

but not normative as this is the truth. It is merely normative as the critique that is stated in 

this paper is creating new insights that will make us move closer to some truth. The use of 

critical theory is also shown in the way the theory is used; first, the theory included is 

normally used in either philosophical or economics, so the cross-theoretical approach is in 

use. Second, this paper does not just address the theory in common use, because the purpose 

of this paper is to create new insights. These new insights are also what is the 
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epistemological form of this paper because we cannot know more than is commonly known, 

and this common knowledge is what needs to be challenged. Regarding the normative, this 

paper’s conclusion is not normative in the sense that there will be an answer for the case 

company in regards to what exact actions they should take, but normative in the sense that 

a new perspective about strategical considerations should evolve for the future.  

 

4.2 The case 

The purpose of this paper is to understand how furniture retailers can compete with an actor 

like Amazon.com in the market. To understand this, BoConcept is chosen as a case study. 

The reason why BoConcept has been chosen is because of BoConcept’s unique position in 

the market, with almost 300 stores spread across more than 60 different countries, which 

proves their experience in retail. Furthermore, BoConcept stores have a multichannel setup, 

which means that the furniture can either be sold in the store by the sales staff, or through 

their homepage in some of their markets. The stores typically have a size between 300-400 

square meters, and the furniture is displayed in studios, where the furniture’s aesthetic and 

ability to be customized is shown. The second channel BoConcept uses is e-commerce 

through their own homepage, which is also is inspiring to a certain extent and allows the 

customer to customize the piece of furniture to a certain extent, which also instantly 

displays the price. The purpose of including a case in this paper is to make the analysis 

relevant but to also frame the analysis in a way where irrelevant input, perspectives, and 

discussions do not intervene. Even though this paper includes a case, this paper is not 

serving actions for BoConcept. Hence, BoConcept is merely used for descriptive purposes 

as an example of the current state of doing business as a furniture retailer. 

 

Bent Flyvbjerg wrote a 2015 paper regarding case studies, and since this paper is based 

upon a case, which narrowing, the work of the analysis, it makes sense to reflect upon what 

the case brings to the paper. Flyvbjerg brings in different ways of doing case studies, which 

can be divided into random selected cases and information-based cases. Due to BoConcept 

not being chosen randomly, and since there has been some research prior to the beginning 
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of this paper, BoConcept is within the category of information-based cases. The choice of 

the case lacks the description of what kind of the case it is and what the purpose of the case 

is. Again, Flyvbjerg presents different concepts of the case studies that come in play, and 

in this paper, BoConcept can be categorized as a paradigmatic case (Flyvbjerg 2015: 475) 

because BoConcept is used as a case to show a pattern of what is going on in the market 

for designer furniture retailers with market actors like Amazon.com. This paper is therefore 

not designed to solve a problem for BoConcept. Instead, it is merely to open a discussion 

about how a retailer like BoConcept could compete in the future. Furthermore, BoConcept 

as the case is not used to create a hypothesis, but to create a prototype of a perspective in 

future considerations within the retail strategy.  

 

4.3 Means-end and the data 

The means-end model is a way to understand the cognitive connection between the 

attributes, consequences, and values. However, to understand that, data is needed, and the 

data is qualitative. To get data for the means-end analysis, some interviews need to be some 

conducted where the interview technique called laddering is used. Laddering enables the 

interviewer to go in depth in the interviews, which means that the interviewer should always 

be asking questions like: Why is that? What does that mean? How did you experience it? 

One of the most important things in an interview where laddering is used is to avoid, as an 

interviewer, putting words into the respondent’s mouth, because it is important to 

understand how the respondent links the attributes, consequences, and values together 

(Appendix 1). After the interviews are done, the data needs to be categorized into different 

ladders for each respondent, so the linkage between attributes, consequences and values 

can be understood (Appendix 2). When the ladders are made, it is time to make an 

implication matrix (Appendix 3) where each ladder must be linked to each other so all the 

data can be categorized all together. After the implication matrix, the data can be used in a 

hierarchal value map, allowing the data to be visualized properly so it is easier to get an 

overview and to understand the analysis (Thompson & Chen 1998: 167-168). 
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In the data collection for the means-end analysis, six interviews were conducted. The reason 

why six is the number of interviews is that, in the last couple of interviews, it was 

experienced that the answers were not very different from the first interviews. Therefore, a 

decision was made to move forward with the analysis since the amount of data was 

sufficient. Four out of the six interviews were women, and the rest were men, and they all 

agreed that what they said could be used as data for this paper. They were all in their mid-

twenties, and their age was also taken into consideration because this paper seeks to 

understand the future consumer behavior in relation to buying furniture. It resulted in that 

the group of age was relevant because they have bought furniture before, but it is still a 

group that is not completely grounded in their behavior in buying furniture (Appendix 1). 

It is important to keep in mind that the interviewees were not BoConcept customers, 

meaning that the data is used to describe purchasing furniture in general and not just by 

BoConcept. The general approach to purchasing furniture has its pros and cons because it 

helps to open the analysis. Hence, the perspective is broader, but the data’s relevance could 

be argued because it is not directly concerning BoConcept. Either way, the choice of the 

interviewees was a methodical choice; hence, they were relevant for the analysis of the 

paper. The interviews were semi-structured because there were some prepared questions to 

get the interview started, but it was also important that the interview could develop in 

different directions because the goal was to get as unbiased answers and to avoid putting 

words into the interviewed person’s mouth. Having prepared some questions prior the 

interviews helped get the conversation started, and it was then easier to go in depth with the 

answers, which is seen in the follow-up questions that were linked to the answers (Appendix 

1).  

 

The purpose of the interviews was to collect data from honest and uninfluenced answers in 

the interviews, and because all of the interviewees’ mother tongue is Danish, the interviews 

were conducted in Danish. Conducting the interviews in Danish was a huge methodological 

consideration because the data needed to be translated into English at some point, but it was 

prioritized that data were kept as pure as possible. Having the interviews conducted in 

English would have been compromising to the purity. The interviews were also transcribed 
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in Danish (Appendix 1), but in the creation of the ladders, the data was translated into 

English (Appendix 2). Something can be lost in translation, but at some point the data had 

to overcome the language barrier, and the creation of the ladders seemed suitable because 

data from interviews already need to be turned into a more conceptual wording. E.g., when 

one of the interviewee’s stated that she likes specific kinds of wood in the furniture design, 

then the conceptual wording that fits is materials. The ladders categorize the data, which 

helps to find a pattern in the data, and after that, an implication matrix was used (Appendix 

3) to make it possible to create a hierarchal value map.  

 

4.4 Further data collection & the methodological limits  

The data for this paper does not only come from the interviews for the means-end analysis, 

but multiple sources have been used. Collecting data for this paper has been an iterative 

process, where some basic background research was first done on the topic, which led to a 

section of different articles and books on the topic. Because the paper is cornering more 

than just furniture retail, research on the matter of how Amazon.com is operating was also 

conducted, including what the current state of digitalization is. Because the topics are 

widespread, it has been important to have as much data and understanding of each as 

possible in order to find the connections between the topics. The data come from books and 

articles, where most of them were scientific writings, but some books and articles were 

more mainstream. One of the more mainstream books was Stone (2013) who wrote about 

Amazon.com’s history and operations, and the reason why that book was introduced was 

to get an overview of how Amazon.com is operating. Because of that, the information from 

the book has contributed to this paper. Regarding more scientific books, the book Danish 

Modern Furniture 1930-2016, written by Hansen (2018), was a scientific, historical 

overview of how Danish design history developed over the last century. Again, the 

information from the book was to give a basic understanding of how Danish design has 

developed, but also how the furniture industry works. Furthermore, news articles have also 

been used, which are not scientific, but those articles were merely used for adding relevance 

to this paper to ensure the content is contemporary. In the non-scientific literature, the 
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iterative process is clearly seen because it was not only the content that was in focus but 

also the media and the date it was published. It was important that the content came from 

reliable sources and was not outdated.  

 

Interviews, articles, and books were not the only kinds of data. Observations are also used. 

The observations are focused on the understanding of the case company, BoConcept, but 

mostly on how BoConcept is doing e-commerce. The observations also include how 

Amazon.com is doing their e-commerce, but it is important to keep in mind that 

Amazon.com does not have a logistics center in Denmark, which means that the observation 

is done where Amazon.com is up and running in other markets. The observations are very 

qualitative, but to the observation, there is typically another reference that supports the 

observation. Because the data is qualitative, there is some limitations within the data, and 

one of the limits is the subjectivity in the data collection and the analysis of the data. To 

overcome those limits, the data collection aimed to stay within specific topics, but also to 

take the publisher into account and only use trustworthy media. Furthermore, another limit 

is the analysis of the data. And because the collection of the data is subjective, the analysis 

can tend to be subjective. Since the data comes from multiple sources and many of the 

sources are scientific writings, the analysis is within the frame of acknowledged truth. The 

subjectivity is also considered, which means the results of this paper can be challenged with 

different data, but the data should be within the frame of use of the data, meaning the data 

should not be too different from that used.  

 

5. The analysis of the future strategical considerations  

To be able to answer the problem statement, the analysis is separated into three different 

parts. The first part is to analyze customers’ buying behavior when they buy furniture, and 

that part is based on the means-end analysis. That part also enables us to understand the 

values that drive tomorrow’s furniture customers. The second part is examining what an 

actor like Amazon.com does to the furniture market, and in that part, Žižek’s concept of 

ideology will be used so we can understand how the market is being organized. The second 
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part will also draw on the findings from part one. The third part is a normative analysis of 

how a design furniture retailer like BoConcept should act in the market and how they can 

compete with other actors. This part will use the findings from part one and two, but also 

Pine and Gilmore’s concept authenticity will be used, so an understanding of that is 

important to have in mind when a design furniture retailers consider their strategy.  

 

5.1 The furniture consumer of tomorrow  

To be successful in retail, the retailer needs to understand what drives the customer towards 

the purchase. In the introduction to the theory in this paper, the hedonic buying behavior 

was introduced, and in a purchase of a new piece of furniture, it is a hedonic behavior that 

is the driver, but how does this hedonic behavior unfold? To answer that, some interviews 

were conducted (Appendix 1), which were then coded into different ladders of attributes, 

consequences, and values (Appendix 2). These ladders showed there were many kinds of 

attributes that are important for the customers in the purchase of a piece of furniture. When 

looking at the hierarchy value map (Table 1), there is a distinction between the attributes 

that are tangible and the attributes that are abstract. What many of the attributes have in 

common is that they are something derived from service, which is understandable since it 

is a hedonic purchase. Service is not mentioned as an attribute and is therefore not to be 

seen in the hierarchy value map (Table 1), but it does not mean that service should be 

neglected in the further analysis. Hence, service lies implicit in the attributes. The tangible 

attributes are, e.g., brick and mortar, location, homepage, etc. What these attributes have in 

common is that they are at the bottom of the hierarchy value map, and the reason why they 

are at the bottom is that they can be sensed. To be sensed means that it is something that is 

tangible, because it can either be seen, smelled, touched, etc. Furthermore, these attributes 

are not biased, meaning that a homepage is a homepage, or that location is simply where 

the store is located. Just because the attributes are not biased does not mean they are not 

individual, because every attribute was not mentioned by every interviewee who was 

interviewed, which means that the attributes are prioritized differently from customer to 

customer. Another thing is that each of the attributes leads to another attribute, which is 
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mostly the more abstract attributes. An example of this is the attribute homepage that leads 

to two other attributes. Information is an abstract attribute because the degree of information 

is difficult to define due to what is relevant for the customer, but also regarding what the 

information is because is it how hard the foam is? Or is it a story about the designer? 

Information is also something that can come from many other attributes through the 

homepage, and because there is a connection between the materials and information, it 

shows that information can be perceived differently, either by being read or being sensed 

in another way. Furthermore, there is another connection between brick and mortar through 

experience to information, which means that a customer can also be informed through the 

experience in the store. Another abstract attribute that has many different connections to 

other attributes is designs, which means that the design is as relative as information because 

the design is perceived differently by the consumers, and because it has so many 

connections, it shows that through many ladders, the customer often takes design into 

consideration. 
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There are more attributes shown in the hierarchal value map, but the above were the ones 

with many connections, and are therefore they are the ones that stand out. What happens 

next to the attributes after the customer has perceived them is that the attributes are 

translated into consequences by the customer, which means that the customer places the 

attribute in a context or reacts on the attribute. The first kind of consequence is the 

functional consequence, which is where the attribute is placed in a functional context. The 

functional consequences are convenience, a safe time, compromise, etc. (Table 1). The 

reason why these are functional consequences is that they solve or add a functional problem. 

The reason why the functional consequence can solve a problem is, e.g., convenience 

because the location is convenient and easier to visit for the customers, which then means 

the customer can avoid spending too much time on finding the product and avoid having 

too much trouble with purchasing the furniture. Functional consequences can also add 

problems in the purchase, e.g., compromises can be a result to the lack of the right product, 

or that the product is too expensive for the customer, which means it leads to a consequence 

of having to make a compromise. Consequences can also be either sociological or 

psychological. When a consequence is psychological, the consequences are more difficult 

to perceive because it is a matter of how the consequence has a psychological impact on 

the customer. An example of this is authenticity, which is a consequence to the quality, and 

the reason why authenticity is psychological consequence is that it does not solve or add a 

problem, but it is a perception of the furniture/store, which is based on a feeling of 

authenticity. A consequence like personalized living could be both a functional and 

psychological consequence, but because personalized living is a matter of how the customer 

gets the furniture to fit the customer’s personality, and not just solve a functional error in 

his home, it is a psychological consequence. A sociological consequence is a consequence 

like socializing, where the consequence is a focus on a relationship which can come from 

the attributes, but also how the attributes can place the customer in a social order, meaning 

that the customer can have a consequence to an attribute, which the customer perceives as 

a way define his role in a social order. 
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The consequences lead to the values, which are the cores of the hedonic decision making 

and behavior, and the values can be either instrumental or terminal. The hierarchal value 

map (Table 1) has three instrumental values, which are security, love, and self-expression 

because it is a matter of feeling, which comes from the consequences. So, where 

authenticity is a consequence, the value is what the customer feels because of that 

consequence. Security is an instrumental value because the feeling of being safe is essential 

for the customer when they are purchasing a new piece of furniture, but it is not a terminal 

value because it has further connections. Love and self-expression are also a defined by 

feelings, which are functioning as something the customer seeks to achieve, but they are 

functioning as a step to an important principle for the customer. These principles are what 

are called terminal values, which means that the ladders and the hierarchal value map do 

not go any further. The terminal values are a sense of wellbeing, self-image, happiness, and 

achievement. The terminal values, sense of wellbeing and happiness show that in buying a 

piece of furniture, the hedonic behavior is vital because it is precisely these values that are 

the base of hedonic buying behavior. Even though a sense of wellbeing and happiness fits 

into the hedonic buying behavior, it does not mean that we should neglect the two others, 

self-image, and achievement. Self-image as a terminal value shows that buying furniture is 

not just something that is done arbitrarily because having the right furniture reflects what 

people think of themselves. Self-image has a double meaning because it is a matter of how 

furniture reflects the customers’ personality, but also what the customer wants other people 

to think of them. Therefore, buying furniture has an impact on how the customers see 

themselves, but also how they want to be seen by other people. Achievement as a terminal 

value is differentiating itself from the other three because it is about doing and not just 

feeling. Achievement is the satisfaction of having done something, but also have been 

successful, and to achieve something encapsulates a feeling of overcoming all the different 

steps there is in buying furniture.  

 

The paragraphs above show there are many different factors in buying furniture, and for 

retailers to be successful, retailers should be able to navigate their brand in the hierarchal 

value map. To navigate in the hierarchal value maps means to be able to facilitate the 
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attributes that lead to the right consequences and values. The question is how to navigate 

the hierarchal value map? Because is it a matter of satisfying every customer? Or is to be 

selective of what the company wants to express to get a specific group of customers? To 

understand how to navigate, it is important to understand what the paradoxes are in the 

customer’s behavior, because if the customers behave paradoxically, it is difficult to for the 

retailers to improve themselves. One of the paradoxes is that the customers see convenience 

as something which should be prioritized, but still, the customers also want a personalized 

living (Table 1). The reason why it works as a paradox is because the customers want 

something that can lead to self-expression, but the customers still do not want it to be 

inconvenienced, which means that there is a compromise or we see two kinds of consumer 

behavior. This paradox leads to consideration of whether the retailer should focus on being 

convenient or make sure that the customer can express themselves through the product or 

the experience. Maybe the retailer can be innovative enough that they can facilitate 

convenience and make sure that the customers express themselves. To be able to answer if 

that is possible, we need to understand what it means for a retailer to be convenient. The 

value behind the convenience is an achievement, which means it is the feeling of achieving 

something and reaching a goal that is important for the customer. When achievement is an 

important value for customers, then the furniture retailers must understand that they 

facilitate attributes, which can make the customers feel that they are achieving something, 

which can be location, promotions, information, and in-stock-product through trends. These 

attributes are connected to convenience, which is an important consequence for the 

customer to feel that have achieved something. However, as mentioned, by facilitating these 

attributes which lead to convenience, there is a conflict with some of the other parts in the 

hierarchal value map. 

 

Many of the attributes, consequences, and values are linked together in one way or another, 

but in some cases, the attribute can relate to different kinds of values. E.g., brick-and-mortar 

stores are connected to convenience because it is indirectly linked with information, which 

means that brick-and-mortar stores can also lead to the value of achievement. Brick-and-

mortar stores can, through experience and materials, lead to the consequence authenticity, 
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which is a psychological consequence, and authenticity gives the customer a good feeling, 

which is seen in how it relates to self-expression. After that, it is further connected to 

achievement. Even though self-expression also leads to achievement, it is a different kind 

of achievement than when a customer has experienced convenience, because the self-

expression is a matter of achieving the right product or service, which is fulfilling the 

customers’ expression of himself. Achievement, therefore, has a double meaning, because 

to facilitating achievement for the customer can be done in different ways, but because it is 

an important value for the customer, it is something which the furniture retailer can work 

with. Hence, the retailer can facilitate achievement in many ways. It is important to 

remember that achievement is not the only important value, because security, love, self-

expression, sense of wellbeing, self-image, and happiness are just as important for the 

customer when they buy furniture. E.g., the sense of wellbeing expresses itself in the 

attributes and consequences, which are not reliant on getting the purchase done. Instead, it 

focuses on how the product and the experience were in the purchase, meaning that the 

retailer must focus on giving the customer an experience and sense of wellbeing, but also 

to offer products that can give a sense of wellbeing when the customer receives the pieces 

of furniture at home.  

 

As mentioned, it is difficult for retailers to navigate in paradoxical consumer behavior. In 

purchasing furniture, there is this paradoxical behavior because there is a focus on 

achievement, which is a complex matter because it is a value that comes from many 

different attributes and consequences. It is a complex matter because most of the retailers 

should choose what kinds of attributes they want to offer in the pursuit of having the 

customer feel they have achieved something. Not only should a successful furniture retailer 

facilitate attributes that lead to achievement for the customer, but they should try to 

facilitate attributes that can lead to the three other terminal attributes. This is a challenge 

for the furniture retailer to navigate because to facilitate every attribute, which can also lead 

the customer to the three other terminal values, is overwhelming. The reason why it is an 

overwhelming task is because making sure that the customer journey has all the attributes 

is putting pressure on time, space and profits. Retailers want to give the customer a good 
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service (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 47), which means that the retailers want to give the 

customers a good experience, but time for each customer is scarce, because there are only 

a certain number of staff for the store. This means that in some situations there can be 

customers who do not get the right amount of attention from the sale associates. This is 

challenging the customer’s experience, who can end up feeling a lack of attention and 

insecurity (Table 1). Second, there is a space issue, since the assortment is an important 

attribute, it is challenging the way the store should be built, and because convenience is 

important, it also matters where the store is located. Because of this, stores must have a 

clear vision of what size the store should be and why the store is located where it is since it 

is the store that is framing the possibility of what kind of assortment and how big. Third, 

facilitating so many attributes is expensive, e.g., to have a brick-and-mortar store that is 

offering a genuine experience, and having an up-to-date homepage is an expensive matter. 

It is also expensive to have well-trained staff who can give the customers a good experience 

and sufficient information, and it is also expensive to have many products in stock, which 

is just as an important attribute.  

 

The future furniture customers are someone who wants to fulfill their self-image, be happy 

and have a sense of wellbeing, meaning that buying furniture still relies on a hedonic buying 

behavior, but there is one terminal value that stands out. The one terminal value is an 

achievement, because it mostly evolves through the consequences of convenience and safe 

time (Table 1), which none of the other terminal values do. This makes the customer have 

a paradoxical buying behavior because the customer shows a behavior, where the retailer 

cannot just focus on giving the customer a good experience or offer the customers the right 

design. Within the customers’ value, they want to achieve something, which is typically 

facilitated through the right location, but also through e-commerce. It is the homepage that 

typically offers sufficient information and transparent prices, which is more difficult in 

brick-and-mortar stores because of human errors, lack of resources, etc. Since the furniture 

customer of tomorrow is behaving paradoxically, the retailers must adapt if they want to 

keep their current customers and grow their business. But what does this adaptation mean 

for the retailer? What are the limits for the design furniture retailers? And what does it mean 
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that there are actors like Amazon.com who proclaim to be as convenient as possible because 

of their huge assortment and massive logistical set-up? These questions are just some of the 

few that come in mind when the customer’s paradoxical buying behavior is considered, 

which leads to the next part of the analysis of what design furniture retailers should consider 

in the development of their strategies (Stone 2013: 17).  

  

5.2 Amazon.com as a competitor and ideology 

Throughout time, there have been retailers who have left a footmark in the industry; an 

example of this is in the grocery industry, where it was Walmart who grew big with its 

gigantic stores. In the furniture retail industry, it was IKEA who played a tremendous role, 

but now there is an actor that does not see any limit in location and assortment, and that 

actor is Amazon.com. Stone (2013) brings in a concept, “Amazoned”, which is means that 

brick-and-mortar stores cannot do anything other than to stand and watch Amazon.com take 

over their market shares. Many retailers have then tried to adapt to the new situation, where 

e-commerce is becoming more important, through multi-, omni- or cross-channel 

(Kongsholm & Frederiksen 2014), but Amazon.com is still getting bigger. This part of the 

paper will analyze what makes Amazon.com a company that everyone admires, but how 

do retailers react to the age of Amazon.com (Stone 2013) (Stephens 2017)? To be able to 

analyze that, we must go behind Amazon.com or any design furniture retailer, because we 

need to understand the framing of companies, and that is done through an investigation of 

what makes it possible for companies to exist, and that is capitalism. The notion of 

capitalism that is used in this paper is Žižek’s notion of capitalism, which means that 

capitalism is an ideology that cannot collapse as other ideologies, but is always reinventing 

itself (Žižek 1989). This means that the frame for doing business as a retailer is always 

changing, and because the frame, capitalism, is reinventing itself, businesses must also 

reinvent themselves, or there will be other actors who will do the inventing. The following 

pages will draw on the Žižekian theory, which will be addressed in the BoConcept case, 

but also the knowledge of Amazon.com and the findings from the means-end analysis will 

be used.  
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In the case of BoConcept, we know that they are working with e-commerce in most of their 

countries, and BoConcept’s homepage is a place where the customer can get a quick 

overview of the assortment, what the possibilities for customization are, and be informed 

about the technicalities of the product. BoConcept wants to have an omnichannel set-up, 

which means a retailer is combining e-commerce and brick-and-mortar stores, meaning a 

retailer can achieve sales through more channels. Omni-channel is a smart way to compete 

with internet retailers like Amazon.com because BoConcept is then offering the customers 

something more than, e.g. Amazon.com can (Stephens 2017: 104), but Amazon.com is still 

a company which many are either frightened of or fascinated by. Many retailers are 

frightened because they do not want to get “Amazoned” (Stone 2013), and others are 

fascinated by Amazon.com because they have changed the way of doing retail (Stephens 

2017). To understand the concept of being Amazoned, Žižek’s concept of ideological 

fantasy will be used, and that is: “They know very well how things really are, but still they 

are doing as if they did not know (Žižek 1989: 30)”. To understand ideological fantasy for 

a design furniture retailer like BoConcept, the concept of ideological fantasy must be 

divided down. The first part is that BoConcept knows very well what is going on, but what 

is it they know? Again, it is a matter of being Amazoned, which means they just stand and 

watch helplessly while Amazon.com is stealing the customers. This means that BoConcept 

is experiencing a new form of capitalism because there are no safe categories since 

Amazon.com wants to grow their business and continue to be the everything store (Stone 

2013). Furthermore, if e-commerce is the key to success (Kongsholm & Frederiksen 2014), 

then we need to acknowledge Amazon.com as a market leader, even though they do not 

belong to a specific market. Hence, they have such a huge assortment that cannot be cut 

down to one industry. There is an actor in the market that is so big that it is not possible to 

categorize them into just one industry unless e-commerce is one—what does it mean that 

BoConcept acts like they do not know? BoConcept knows Amazon.com is invincible within 

e-commerce, but still, they are acting like they do not know because BoConcept is focusing 

on e-commerce, and BoConcept works on being better at omnichannel. Since BoConcept 

is improving their e-commerce, BoConcept tries to challenge Amazon.com, but through 
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cynical reasoning, challenging Amazon.com does not make sense, because how it is 

possible to challenge a company tht does not directly belong to the industry you are in? 

Amazon.com is in the e-commerce industry, and it just happens that Amazon.com happens 

to sell furniture, and BoConcept is in the furniture industry, and e-commerce is merely a 

necessity. Therefore, challenging Amazon.com is acting as if BoConcept did not know. The 

concept of ideological fantasy shows that capitalism, where Amazon.com as an actor is 

challenging retailers like BoConcept in how they should do business, and because the 

retailers are acting as if they did not know that challenging Amazon.com in e-commerce 

does not make sense, we see that BoConcept is captured in an ideological fantasy.  

 

BoConcept is captured in the ideology fantasy, but to get an understanding of why it is so, 

it is important to understand what BoConcept desires. Hence, BoConcept is captured in the 

ideology fantasy where BoConcept tries to avoid being Amazoned, and we need to 

understand that BoConcept is going through the fantasy (Žižek 1989: 222). Going through 

fantasy means that BoConcept is embodying a certain lack, and it is a matter of an ever-

lacking object-cause of desire that results in a pure objectivization. It is the desire to get an 

object which is important, but through this desire of an object, BoConcept is objectifying 

themselves because BoConcept wants to be an object of desire (Žižek 1989: 222). This 

objectification is seen in how BoConcept wants to be an object of desire for the big other, 

and because BoConcept is a company, it makes sense that BoConcept is an object of desire, 

but who is the big other? And what is the object which BoConcept desires? First, the big 

other is something that can be defined but is not tangible. Through the big other, BoConcept 

is being objectified, which happens because BoConcept wants to be desired by the big other. 

The big other is, in the case of BoConcept, the customers, because BoConcept wants to be 

a desired object for the customers. Meaning that BoConcept desires to be desired by the 

customers, and some might argue that this a banal observation, but it is an intrinsic dynamic 

for a retailer, which is important to understand. If we can understand how retailers organize 

themselves in the market, this organizing reflects how retailers can compete in the market. 

The desire of being desired shows itself in the desire of an object, which is the objet petit 

a, but to understand what that object is, then we must understand what BoConcept thinks it 
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is missing. To understand that, we must return to the results from the means-end analysis, 

which showed that convenience, which was heavily deviated from the homepage, is 

important for the customers. E-commerce is facilitating easily accessible information about 

the product, and it is easy for the customer to get an overview of the prices and the design 

of the furniture (Table 1). Furthermore, Amazon.com is known for its convenience 

(Stephens 2017: 29), which is uncanny for a typical brick-and-mortar store. The objet petit 

a for BoConcept is to be successful by offering convenient e-commerce, which is an object 

that Amazon.com already has. Even though the object is merely a concept rather than an 

object, it is still a fetishistic desire that BoConcept has towards the concept of convenient 

e-commerce. The meaning of a fetishistic desire is that the object, or concept, has been 

given non-intrinsic powers, and in this case, it is the power to success in retail. To get a 

better understanding, we must return to the old Soviet joke about Lenin in Warsaw: 

 

At an art exhibition in Moscow, there is a picture showing Nadezhda Krupskaya, 

Lenin’s wife, in bed with a young member of the Komsomol. The title of the 

picture is ‘Lenin in Warsaw.’ A bewildered visitor asks the guide: But where is 

Lenin? The guide replies quietly and with dignity: ‘Lenin is in Warsaw’ (Žižek 

1989: 178). 

 

The joke captures what the object petit a is because the well-integrated convenient e-

commerce is what is missing, but it is also what is describing BoConcept, meaning that 

BoConcept is constituted on what BoConcept is missing. The sentence ‘Lenin is in 

Warsaw’ is describing the situation, even though Lenin’s wife and the young member of 

the Komsomol are symbolized in the painting. In the desire of an object is where the 

imaginary order is seen, because the desire is a fetishistic obsession of the object, meaning 

that the object has been given powers that are not normally seen in the object—the power 

of fulfilling BoConcept. The old Soviet joke and BoConcept in the market is experiencing 

a collapse between the symbolic and the imaginary order, which results in a realization of 

the Real, because BoConcept’s reality is defined through the lack in the symbolic order, 
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which is then filled out with the imaginary order, and it is this fulfilling where the Real 

shows itself.  

 

Through the objet petit a, BoConcept desires the concept of convenient e-commerce 

(Gregersen 2013), but BoConcept is also a desired object, which results in a double-layered 

perspective of how BoConcept is acting, especially in their strategical considerations. 

BoConcept wants to expand its business with e-commerce, and because BoConcept is 

caught in the ideological fantasy where they can be Amazoned, the concept of forced choice 

needs to be taken into consideration. Forced choice is a concept, where the choice, which 

seems free, is already chosen. When BoConcept is choosing to focus on e-commerce 

because they want to be able to compete against e-retailers like Amazon.com, it is not a 

free choice, but instead, it is a forced choice. Since the ideological fantasy relies on the 

brick-and-mortar retailer standing helplessly and watch the Amazon.com take over, but 

Amazon.com is setting a standard in e-commerce, and by setting this standard, there is a 

pressure on the traditional brick-and-mortar retailers who then develops their strategies on 

e-commerce and omnichannel. The choices of developing in e-commerce and omnichannel 

is then a forced choice because the choice is already made. The choice is made because the 

retailers want to follow the demand for convenience through e-commerce, which the 

customers have, but through cynical reasoning, following that trend does make sense, 

because it should not be possible for BoConcept as a small actor to win market shares 

through e-commerce when there is an actor like Amazon.com. To understand cynical 

reasoning, the death drive must be included to change a business strategy so BoConcept 

can be competitive in e-commerce. Hence, as Amazon.com is setting the standards in doing 

e-commerce, BoConcept is constituting the importance of e-commerce. BoConcept is 

constituting the importance of e-commerce, which means that Amazon.com is not the one 

that is constituting it. It is the example the royal family who are not royals because they are 

born royals, but because the people say they are royals. It is the same in developing an e-

commerce strategy that is deviated through considerations of how to be competitive in an 

age where Amazon.com is such a huge actor. The importance of how BoConcept should be 

competitive in e-commerce is only important because BoConcept thinks it is important. As 
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mentioned, the second death is where we acknowledge our death, which means, in 

ideological terms, that the realization of the real state of things is torture. BoConcept is 

caught in the ideological fantasy that they are helping to construct, meaning that BoConcept 

is contributing to their own death, because BoConcept desires to be competitive in e-

commerce, which means they are ready to undergo changes and these changes are led by 

the industry standards, which are, in this case, Amazon.com’s standards. BoConcept is 

compromising themselves because they construct an ideological fantasy where they must 

be competitive in e-commerce. As mentioned, to believe that BoConcept could be better in 

doing e-commerce than Amazon.com does not make sense. Hence, Amazon.com’s size and 

capacity compared to BoConcept. Through the construction of the ideology, BoConcept is 

slowly walking to their deathbed, they have just not realized it yet, and to acknowledge the 

situation is torture because the ideology fantasy is the glue that holds BoConcept’s reality 

together. The torture lies within the experience of the collapse of the known world, meaning 

that to know what they thought was the truth is a lie.  

 

To summarize, we know that BoConcept is caught in an ideological fantasy, which is a 

form of capitalism, where the brick-and-mortar retailers cannot do anything other than 

watch Amazon.com become bigger. The ideological fantasy is where BoConcept knows 

very well what is going on, but they are acting like they do not know, but what is BoConcept 

doing? BoConcept has a desire, which is to offer the customers convenient e-commerce, 

which is the objet petit a, but the desire is merely a way for BoConcept to be desired by the 

customers. Even though BoConcept tries to be competitive, through cynical reason, 

BoConcept should not be able to compete against an actor like Amazon.com, but instead, 

BoConcept is taking part in the construction of the ideological fantasy. To be released from 

the ideological fantasy is torture because it results in a collapse of the reality BoConcept 

knows, which means that BoConcept must break out of the conformity on their current 

strategical standing. BoConcept cannot renounce a strategy after they have acknowledged 

their prisoning in the ideological fantasy, but how should they act after this 

acknowledgment? The next part will analyze how BoConcept can avoid being Amazoned 

and overcome the ideological fantasy.   
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5.3 Avoiding the orthodox 

BoConcept is not only captured in an orthodox way of doing business, but BoConcept is 

also co-creating the orthodox way when they desire to fulfill the customers’ demand for 

convenient e-commerce. To overcome this, BoConcept must understand the ideological 

fantasy, which is a tough realization. Stephens (2017) states that retailers must adapt to the 

post-digital age, but what does this post-digital age mean for the BoConcept? We need to 

understand what the traditional purpose for a retailer is: “to tell a brand story, to create 

urgency for a product or service, above all, to drive consumers down to the funnel toward 

a point of purchase (Stephens 2017: 66).” For a company like BoConcept, the post-digital 

age is making it even more difficult to navigate how to be able to compete against a defining 

actor like Amazon.com. The post-digital means that retailers must overcome the 

digitalization, which means that BoConcept should not just focus on being digital because 

what has been digitalized is taken for granted, meaning, that the customers expect that there 

is a digital solution which works (Berry 2015). For a company like BoConcept, they need 

to be able to offer a digitalized interaction, but the customer will not the amazed by it 

because that is what they expect of the company, e.g., BoConcept might need to have a 

perfectly functioning e-commerce channel, but the work and the money spent on having 

that is not to be ahead in the market, but merely giving what the customers expect. This 

means that the customer will not notice the digitalization of BoConcept, but they will notice 

if there is a lack of digitalization, meaning, if there is digitalization that does not function, 

then the customer will get a negative impression of BoConcept. Another part of the post-

digital is gamification, which is adding complexity to the world, because what used to be 

serious now needs to have a bit of fun in it, and where it used to be all fun, there is now a 

bit seriousness, which means that the boundaries between the tangible and the digital, the 

job and leisure time, shopping and experience are getting blurred (Bunz 2015: 197). Due to 

this gamification, the digital should not stand alone, nor should the non-digital, and the 

collaboration between the digital and the non-digital is what captures the essence of the 

post-digitalism, which BoConcept should manage to navigate in. Gamification is something 
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that corresponds with the result from the means-end analysis because to achieve something 

is an important value for the customer.  

 

The boundaries between shopping and experience are getting blurred in the post-digital age, 

but to offer customers an experience is not something new (Pine & Gillmore 2007). 

However, today, customers crave authenticity. Authenticity is something BoConcept uses, 

e.g., the phrase ‘From Denmark to the world’ where BoConcept is using its Danish design 

heritage and place in an international context. BoConcept could just follow the design 

heritage and keep it as a milestone for how BoConcept should develop and promote 

themselves (Hansen 2018), but BoConcept must take more considerations into account, 

hence the global demand. We know from previous parts of this paper that customers have 

many different priorities, and convenient e-commerce was one of them, but we also know 

that following the paradigm results in BoConcept is staying in the ideological fantasy, and 

they might end up being Amazoned. Furthermore, a company like BoConcept must be 

digitalized in a manner that the customer will not be disappointed by, but the digitalization 

must also not surprise the customer. Therefore, the questions are: How can BoConcept be 

authentic when they must take all these considerations into account? And is authenticity 

even possible in a market where big actors are setting standards?  

 

Companies can never be fully authentic, because a company will always have to comprise 

itself to some extent, e.g., prioritize profit (Pine & Gillmore 2007), and therefore companies 

must render their authenticity. In the case of BoConcept, BoConcept is also rendering 

themselves, but to which of the five authenticities is not completely clear. The first kind of 

authenticity is the natural authenticity, where it is about going back to nature, where 

companies have a raw and basic image because that is perceived as natural by the customers 

(Pine & Gilmore 2007: 56). BoConcept’s image is much more sleek and minimalistic; it 

would not make sense to render BoConcept’s authenticity into natural authenticity. The 

second kind of authenticity is original authenticity, where it is typical to a nurse for an old 

image, but also to join the anti-growth movement (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 62), but because 

BoConcept has planned to double its store footprint and the image is contemporary, then 
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BoConcept should not follow original authenticity. The last three kinds of authenticities 

could be used in rendering BoConcept’s authenticity, and the first kind of authenticity that 

could fit is exceptional authenticity. The reason why exceptional authenticity could be used 

in rendering BoConcept’s authenticity is because of the huge focus on design, 

customization of the products and an innovative approach to how to live (Pine & Gilmore 

2007: 62). The second kind of authenticity that fits BoConcept is the referential 

authenticity, because as Hansen (2018) brings up, BoConcept might not end up at Design 

Museum Denmark or at MOMA, but they have positioned themselves as an international 

actor who is known for Danish furniture design (Hansen 2018: 430). Meaning, BoConcept 

might not sell traditional Danish furniture designs, but they are referring to the style in their 

collection (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 70-71), and because of that, BoConcept could also use 

referential authenticity. The last kind of authenticity that BoConcept could use in their 

rendering is influential authenticity, because BoConcept sees themselves as a lifestyle 

brand due to how the collection is cross-categorical, meaning that the different categories 

in the assortment can be mixed and because the brand fits the cosmopolitan style of living. 

It could be argued that the influential authenticity is not the right fit because BoConcept 

does not promote a social cause, but because BoConcept can be seen as a lifestyle brand, 

influential authenticity could make sense, even though it is an abstract kind of authenticity 

that is difficult to account for (Pine & Gilmore 2007: 77). The exceptional, the referential 

and the influential kinds of authenticity could all fit for the rendering of BoConcept’s 

authenticity—but is that possible? It is possible for a company to use more than one kind 

of authenticity, but it is not always desirable because it can make BoConcept more complex 

for its customers to perceive, and it could be more difficult to develop a strategy for 

BoConcept. We must wait to get an understanding of what kind of authenticity BoConcept 

could use to render their authenticity because there are still some parts that are missing in 

the big picture.  

 

Companies are intrinsically inauthentic, no matter what kind of authenticity they stick to, 

but for BoConcept to handle this inauthenticity, BoConcept should ask these questions: Is 

what the company offers in itself true? And does the offering promise exactly what it is? 
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(Pine & Gilmore 2007: 97)? It is crucial to understand the two questions to gain an 

understanding of which kind of authenticities BoConcept should use. In the case of the 

exceptional authenticity, BoConcept must understand what they are offering, and in this 

case, it is the design, customization of the products, and an innovative approach on how to 

live. The offer is in itself true because they want to sell design furniture which is 

customizable and that fits into cosmopolitan living. Regarding the question of whether the 

offer is exactly what it is, BoConcept does not live up to that because there are limits in the 

furniture’s customizability, e.g., a certain amount of different fabrics and the sizes are 

required for the modules of the furniture. Therefore, BoConcept would be placed as real-

fake in the Polonius matrix if BoConcept used exceptional authenticity as a rendering tool. 

With the referential authenticity, BoConcept would place at the opposite side of the 

Polonius matrix, fake-real because what they offer should be Danish furniture design as we 

know it, but they have many international designs, e.g., Nendo and Karim Rashid, which 

does not make true to itself. Regarding whether the offer is what it is, then it is real because 

the design is a reference to the style of Danish design. The third kind of authenticity that 

BoConcept could use in rendering their authenticity is influential authenticity, and per this 

kind of authenticity, what BoConcept is offering is the chance to fulfill ourselves, because 

BoConcept allows us to express ourselves, which is possible and is therefore real. In 

whether the offering is exactly what it is, then we must take the intrinsic inauthenticity into 

account because BoConcept cannot neglect profit, and therefore the fulfillment of the 

customer is brief. Hence, BoConcept changes assortment and promotions, so the customers 

are interested in buying more and new pieces of furniture.  

 

Pine and Gillmore (2007) state that for BoConcept to be successful, BoConcept should 

render their authenticity, but the situation is a bit more complex. We know that furniture 

consumers have different values that need to be stimulated by the attributes that the stores 

offer them. Furthermore, there is an increasing desire to follow the standards that are set by 

an actor like Amazon.com, and in this case, BoConcept desires to have more convenient e-

commerce. The desire results in BoConcept being captured in the ideological fantasy, but 

it also compromises BoConcept’s authenticity, because when BoConcept starts desiring an 
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objet petit a, which seems externally given, how should BoConcept then be true to 

themselves? The immediate answer will be that BoConcept should leave e-commerce to 

Amazon.com, but is BoConcept then ready for the post-digital age? It is a complex matter 

to answer because the orthodox way of doing business is also getting blurry. Suddenly, the 

orthodox way is following the trend in increasing e-commerce, but through Pine and 

Gillmore (2007), working with authenticity is becoming orthodox, meaning, in the case of 

BoConcept, BoConcept is torn between two approaches, which follows an orthodox 

thinking of how to do business in retail. So how should BoConcept avoid the orthodox 

thinking?  

 

To overcome the orthodox thinking, we must go back to the most fundamental aspect that 

facilitate the possibility to do business, capitalism. Žižek (1989) states that every ideology 

will collapse at some point, because the glue that holds the imaginary and the symbolic 

cannot uphold the pressure that is put on over time, e.g., the communistic idea that it is an 

ideology for the people, unless the people start to riot against it, then the people should be 

punished/excluded (Žižek 1989: 165). Capitalism is the only ideology that does not 

collapse, but instead, it is reinventing itself all the time. The reinvention is done by the 

actors, which includes BoConcept and Amazon.com, but also the customers. Due to 

capitalism always reinventing itself, BoConcept must face the reinvented capitalism every 

day, and today capitalism has reinvented itself to an ideology where Amazon.com is the 

kind of company that is admired, but how can BoConcept escape the ideological fantasy 

and overcome the orthodox thinking and avoid being Amazoned at the same time?   

 

BoConcept is torn between two kinds of orthodoxy: either follow the strategical growth 

lingo of Amazon.com or follow Pine & Gillmore’s (2007) concept of authenticity, but both 

options are entrenched in a capitalistic idea. This entrenching in capitalism results in the 

question of whether it is even possible for BoConcept to escape ideology, or if they will 

always be held hostage. It should be possible for BoConcept to escape, but the realization 

is not easy because it is a matter of turning the current truth upside down, and to do that, 

BoConcept as a company needs to understand what they really desire. The desiring is 
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unavoidable, but it is a matter of what BoConcept desires that needs to be changed, and 

previously it was discovered that the object of desire was the convenient e-commerce. 

However, through that desire, BoConcept contributed to their own enslavement of the need 

for convenient e-commerce, which will be losing battle against an actor like Amazon.com 

and BoConcept might end up being Amazoned. Therefore, it is important that BoConcept 

finds another objet petit a, which should be possible because the means-end analysis 

revealed that there are different kind of values that trick the customer in their hedonic 

buying behavior. Post-digitalism might be the hurdle for BoConcept in adapting to a 

different kind of values than convenient e-commerce, but again, it is a matter of the desire 

of BoConcept because it might make sense for BoConcept to focus on e-commerce so it 

fits to the post-digital age. The desire should not result in objectification, where BoConcept 

seeks to become the same object of desire as Amazon.com, but instead focus on becoming 

a different kind of object of desire, which is approaching the same kind of values but 

facilitating different attributes to avoid the orthodox way of doing business. It is a matter 

of the forced choice, because instead of approaching the choices as though they were 

already chosen, they just follow them. BoConcept should approach the forced strategical 

choice as something that was not forced because it will lead to a discussion of the choices, 

which then will lead to a collapse of the ideological fantasy. If BoConcept started to 

approach the forced choices as something that was not forced, then it would be easier to 

render their authenticity because BoConcept can focus on being true to themselves instead 

of worrying about actors like Amazon.com, and then it does not matter whether BoConcept 

uses exceptional, relational or influential authenticity.    

 

The true tragedy of retail is not when an actor like Amazon.com is entrenching the market, 

because it is something that has been seen before. A few decades ago, many retailers 

complained about the way Walmart changed grocery shopping and stated it was impossible 

to compete against them. The same was seen in furniture retail because IKEA came along 

with its big-box warehouses with low-priced goods that could be taken home immediately 

by the customer. As mentioned, this is just a part of capitalism reinventing itself, but the 

new norms can be avoided because it is a matter of the companies like BoConcept getting 
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out of the ideological fantasy. The tragedy is merely that companies like BoConcept are co-

creating their own strategical fallacy because they want to objectify themselves into the 

same object as, e.g. Amazon.com. The meaning of being Amazoned is not about watching 

helplessly as Amazon.com steals the market share, but merely that a company like 

BoConcept is too focused on facilitating the attributes that are known to work for the 

defining actors in the market, and they then forget the customers’ other values in the 

hedonic buying behavior, which they could have taken advantage of instead. Furthermore, 

if the company understands the ideological fantasy that the company is captured in, then 

the possibility to transcend the authenticity is even clearer because BoConcept can see past 

the norms in the market, and define themselves without redundant compromises, and 

therefore be more authentic. Pine and Gillmore (2017) might be right that authenticity is 

important, but it is only for a period. Then BoConcept must go back to what the customer 

values, and acknowledge what kind of ideological fantasy that rules; otherwise, BoConcept 

is not able to navigate in the constantly reinvented capitalism. 

 

6. The limits & further investigations 

Until now, the focus has been on answering the problem statement, but the following pages 

will discuss what further investigations can be done and what the limits of the findings are. 

Regarding further investigations, it is a matter of how the result can be used, but also how 

the perspective with the combined philosophical and economic theory can be used in the 

future. The focus in the discussion of what this paper will be on whether the theory and 

method could be addressed in a different case than BoConcept and a different industry than 

furniture retail. Furthermore, there will also be a discussion of how the results can be even 

more clear and easy addressable, meaning that this paper will start a discussion of what 

theoretical frame a retailer should consider due to a new perspective on doing business in 

retail. The second part of the discussion elaborates on what the limits of the findings are; 

hence, this paper does not give an answer to every issue within retail, and therefore there 

will be a discussion of the limits of the findings. 
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6.1 Challenge the ideology 

The finding in this paper was that BoConcept should not begin to focus on e-commerce just 

because everyone else does so, and that it is a utopian idea that BoConcept should be able 

to compete against an actor like Amazon.com when it comes to e-commerce. Therefore, 

BoConcept should break free from the ideological fantasy. Since BoConcept is a 

paradigmatic case, the results are not just relevant for BoConcept but for any retailer that is 

comparable to BoConcept. This paper did focus on the furniture retail industry, but that 

does not mean the findings cannot be used in other industries. Retailers in other industries 

than furniture should also be able to use the findings since the landscape of retail is changing 

and every retailer must face the always already reinvented capitalism. The perspective that 

is developed through the findings can be used in other industries, but because of the means-

end analysis, there is a need for some modifications. The means-end analysis is based on 

data where the interviewees were asked questions regarding buying furniture, and therefore 

the means-end analysis must be modified if they should be able to understand the current 

ideological situation that they are captured in. Furthermore, for other retailers to use the 

findings, there is some other data that does not correspond, which is mostly the data 

regarding BoConcept, because in the understanding of authenticity there is a bigger focus 

on the kinds of authenticity which fits BoConcept. To summarize, retailers in other 

industries can approach their challenges with the method which has been developed through 

this paper, but this paper’s findings should not be understood as the final truth. For retailers 

to understand what environment they are in, the approach that is used in this paper can be 

used, but the key finding is that a retailer must acknowledge they are captured in an 

ideological fantasy, and the ideological fantasy must be challenged if they want to be able 

to compete in the future. 

 

 An obvious question derives from the results of this paper: could the findings create 

another ideological fantasy? If the findings are used to create a static understanding of what 

to consider in the strategical considerations, the findings in this paper will function as a 

base for a new ideological fantasy, which then will capture the retailers once again. But if 

the findings are used as a method or a perspective, then the findings can be used in other 
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case studies. A way to overcome this issue is to have the findings in this paper challenged, 

which could be to address the method in a different case, but it could also be through 

addressing different theories within the same area of research, meaning that the same 

question will be stated, but the use of theories will be different. A way would be to approach 

the question with a quantitative method, meaning the amount of data would be bigger, but 

also more binary, and through a quantitative method, more defined trends would be 

observed, meaning that the findings would be more binary since the data would be more 

numerical. By approaching the question with a quantitative method, it would have been 

easier to get an understanding on how customers prioritize their values, and then the 

outcome of that analysis might be different compared the findings in this paper. A 

quantitative analysis will probably give different findings, but the purpose of this paper was 

to develop a new understanding, and the purpose of the means-end analysis was to map the 

values, and therefore to make a clear prioritizing of the values would not make sense, since 

the map needs to be drawn before the output could be prioritized. Another way to challenge 

the findings in this paper would be to use different philosophical concepts since the findings 

are criticizing the orthodox way of doing business as a retailer, which is possible due to the 

scientific paradigm: critical theory. Therefore, applying different philosophical concepts 

might also result in a critique of the orthodox way of doing business, but the findings might 

have been very different, and the findings may or may not be as relevant as the findings in 

this paper.  

 

This paper has focused on how retailers should act in the market, but another perspective 

on how to overcome the ideological fantasy is to investigate what happens internally in the 

company. The reason why it could be interesting to investigate what happens internally in 

a company like BoConcept before and after the realization of being captured in the 

ideological fantasy is that this paper heavily focuses on the strategical considerations and 

not the operational and tactical actions. The findings in this paper are normative because it 

is a way to open for the discussion on how the company is placing itself in the market, but 

it is not normative in the sense of what BoConcept should do internally to be more ready to 

do the necessary changes. It is therefore interesting to investigate what kinds of actions 
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BoConcept should make, but that will demand a different methodological structure, 

meaning that the data and theory would need to be different. Firstly, the findings in this 

paper should be the axiom for further investigations, meaning it should be accepted that 

BoConcept is captured in an ideological fantasy. Otherwise further investigations would 

not make sense. One of the big changes would be the refrainment of the means-end analysis 

since the mapping of the customer’s hedonic values might not be interesting, but instead, 

the values should be used to define actions on how the customers should be approached. A 

theory which might be relevant to use is Pine and Gillmore’s concept of authenticity, but 

again it would be to define some actions that correspond to the kind of authenticity that fits 

BoConcept. To investigate how the findings can be used to develop a more concrete action 

plan for BoConcept could be interesting, but the limit of doing so might be that it would be 

fixed on BoConcept. Hence, it is the company that was used to develop the findings in this 

paper. If the findings in this paper are used to develop an action plan for a different 

company, then it would be relevant to address this paper’s theory and method at the other 

company prior the development of the action plan.  

 

To sum up, there are many opportunities to do further investigations, and one of them is to 

address the same approach as in this paper to a different company case, which means that 

the same theory should be used but with different data. It is important that the findings do 

not become a new ideological fantasy that retailers use to navigate, but instead should be 

an approach used to criticize the current naivete and blindness in strategical considerations. 

Another way to do further investigations is to address the same issue, but with a different 

theory and method, e.g., using a quantitative method. To approach the same issue with a 

quantitative method will help provide an overview of how the customers prioritize their 

values, but there will be an issue in the understanding of how a company should place 

themselves in the market. A third way to do further investigations would be to use the 

findings as axioms in another investigation of what BoConcept should do at a tactical and 

operational level. To use the findings in a paper to develop an action plan for BoConcept 

could be interesting, but that would require some other theoretical concepts due to the 

different purpose of the investigation. 
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6.2 The Limits 

To get the full understanding of this paper, the limits of the findings need to be discussed 

because to know the frame of knowledge is what makes the paper relevant. The first thing 

to discuss is the data because the data is qualitative, which means that a certain degree of 

subjectivity is unavoidable. Regarding limits in data, it is clearly seen in the choice of 

interviewees because there were only six people interviewed for the means-end analysis. 

The issue is not with the number of interviewees, because after six interviews, there was 

already a clear pattern in the answers, but there is an issue with the group of interviewees. 

The issue is that it is a very narrow group of people, meaning that they are all mid-twenties, 

well-educated and they all live in the same region, meaning that the pattern of values in 

buying furniture was very clear, but only for a specific group of people. The results were 

used to create a general understanding of the consumer behavior for the future furniture 

customers, but there was a generalization, and that needs to be taken into consideration 

regarding the truth in the findings. It is a limitation in the findings, but it was a 

methodological choice to have six interviewees with a degree of similarity, because if 

different interviewees were included, then the number interviews must be much higher. 

Otherwise, it would be impossible to find an accurate pattern in the data. The discussion of 

the limitation in the data for the means-end analysis is therefore that it is true that the means-

end analysis found a pattern in values for future furniture customer, the group of future 

furniture customers extends the group who were interviewed. It is not because everyone 

should be interviewed, but the future furniture customer could also be people between 40 

and 50 years old. Hence, they might need furniture in the future, but this paper is built on 

the assumption that the people in their mid-twenties were more relevant due to their habits 

within e-commerce.  

 

The choice of interviewees is not the only limitation in this paper, because the scientific 

paradigm, critical theory, is also a limitation. Critical theory states an epistemology where 

knowledge is developed in the critique of the current theory, meaning that there is a 

predetermined approach to how the current theory should be handled. To have critical 
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theory as a scientific paradigm has its issues because the whole purpose is to criticize and 

to develop new knowledge, but it is a fine line because the critique should not be the finality. 

The reason why it should not be the finality is that the critique should not be for the sake of 

the critique, meaning just to criticize should not be the purpose. The purpose should be to 

develop new knowledge through the critique, and therefore it is a limit in this paper because 

if this paper is read only as a critique of the current, then new knowledge is not developed. 

Even though the scientific paradigm can be a limit, this paper has developed new 

knowledge through the critique, and one of the reasons why it was possible is because of 

the cross-theoretical approach. The theories that have been used are partly economic, which 

is commonly used in working with retail strategy and consumer behavior, and partly 

philosophical. The philosophical theory is, therefore, an add-on to the economic theory, but 

it is the philosophical theory that creates the critique and develops knowledge of how 

retailers should develop their strategies. The use of economic theory is anchoring a 

perspective in the findings, so the findings still fit into an economic context, but with a new 

understanding on how to overcome the orthodox way of doing business as a retailer.  

 

A third limitation is the geographical limitations which are seen in the data for the means-

end, the choice of BoConcept as a case, and the understanding of Amazon.com as a defining 

actor in the market. The limit is seen in the fact that the interviewees are Danish, but 

Amazon.com has not yet entrenched Denmark as a market, and BoConcept is in between. 

Since BoConcept has operations in more than 60 countries, BoConcept should not only be 

accountable for its operations in Denmark. Therefore, it makes sense to see Amazon.com 

as a competitor due to Amazon.com operating in many markets where BoConcept is also 

operating, but there is a limitation. The data was used for the Danish market; hence, 

BoConcept is Danish company but the data from the Danish market is then used to create 

an understanding of what BoConcept should consider in developing their new strategies, 

but their strategies are reflected in global operations. It is therefore important to understand 

that the case and the data used are paradigmatic, and therefore the purpose of the findings 

is to scale them. It is therefore important to remember there is a risk that the findings may 

vary from market to market, but either way, the findings in this paper are still fulfilling its 
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purpose to have a critical view of what BoConcept should consider in a post-digital age 

when an actor like Amazon.com is a defining actor.  

 

To summarize, it is important to remember this paper does deliver a universal answer to all 

strategical issues within retail, and therefore it is important to reflect upon this paper’s 

limitations. The first limitation is the group of interviewees because it only shows the values 

of a smaller group of people since they are all in their mid-twenties, well-educated and 

living in the same region. It is therefore important to have in mind that the future retail 

customers extend this group of people, but it was a methodological choice to have a more 

in-depth understanding of the shopping behavior of people in their mid-twenties. The 

second limitation is the choice of the scientific paradigm, critical theory; hence, critical 

theory opens up many possibilities, but it can also appear blind since the epistemology is 

to criticize. There is, therefore, a risk of generating critique for the purpose of critique, 

which might not be valuable. The third limitation is a geographical limitation because the 

findings come from the Danish market, which then is scaled to fit the global market since 

BoConcept and Amazon.com are acting globally. The geographical limitation is something 

that should be considered, but the findings are meant to be paradigmatic and are therefore 

possible to scale.   

 

7. Conclusion 

In the problem statement, there were two questions that should be answered. The first 

question was regarding how BoConcept could overcome the challenges in the market where 

Amazon.com is a defining actor. The second question was regarding how BoConcept could 

understand the customer’s values to understand which direction the trends in consumer 

behavior will go and how these trends should be considered in developing new strategies. 

To begin with, there was an introduction into what it means to be a furniture retailer, 

meaning that a focus of issues with working with different SKUs, but also what it means 

for the purchasing experience that there is a lead time on the product. The longer lead time 

on the products means that it is typically a more complex way of doing business as a 
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furniture retailer than in other retail industries. To get an even greater understanding of 

what it means to be a Danish furniture retailer like BoConcept, there was an introduction 

to the Danish design heritage and the genuine style. Furthermore, the dynamics were 

introduced to get an understanding of which actors in the market have had an impact on the 

norms within retail. In the introduction of the actors in the market, the concept of being 

Amazoned was introduced, which means that the traditional brick-and-mortar retailer 

would end up standing helplessly by while Amazon.com took over their market share. The 

concept of being Amazoned played a sudden role in answering the problem statement; 

hence it conceptualized the issue that BoConcept is facing. To understand what context the 

concept of being Amazoned is in, the post-digital age was described and that is an age 

where the blurriness of the borders of what is digital and what is tangible is increasing. 

Furthermore, gamification of our everyday is a trend that is derived from the post-digital 

age.  

 

This paper is framed upon critical theory as a scientific paradigm, and because of that, there 

has been a cross-theoretical approach to answer the problem statement. Furthermore, to 

answer the problem statement, this paper relies on a qualitative method. The first theory 

was regarding hedonic buying behavior, and the means-end analysis was introduced. For 

the means-end analysis, there were six interviews conducted, and the result showed that 

there were different values in the purchase of buying furniture, e.g., self-image and 

happiness. One of the values stood out compared to the others, and that was an achievement 

as value. Achievement derives from many attributes, but the most significant was through 

the retailer’s homepage since it leads to the consequence of saving time, which is connected 

to achievement. To have been able to understand the store’s image better, Pine and 

Gilmore’s concept of authenticity was used, which assumed companies to be intrinsically 

inauthentic, but it is possible to render a company’s degree of authenticity, so the company 

is perceived as more authentic. The third kind of theoretical concept is Žižek’s concept of 

ideology, but there was also concepts like forced choice, object petit a, etc., but they all 

derive from the concept of ideology. Žižek’s concept of ideology brings a philosophical, 

theoretical approach to this paper compared to the others that are typically used within 
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consumer behavior and retail strategy. The fact that Žižek’s concept of ideology is 

introduced shows the use of critical theory as a scientific paradigm because Žižek is not 

normally used in the development of retail strategies. These theoretical concepts are applied 

to the data from different data sources.  

 

The means-end analysis helped to understand what values the customers have, which was 

crucial in answering the first part of the problem statement. It can be concluded that the 

customers have paradoxical values in buying furniture; hence, it is important that the 

customer feels happy and has furniture that corresponds to how the customer wants to 

perceived in social relations, but the customers also value achievement. These paradoxical 

values make it difficult for BoConcept to facilitate the right attributes. Hence, BoConcept 

also has its limits of what is possible to implement as a successful attribute. The findings 

from the means-end analysis showed that the retailers’ homepage is important for the 

customers, but there were also many other attributes that were important for the customer, 

but BoConcept is very focused on becoming better within e-commerce. To understand why 

BoConcept has this obsession of e-commerce, Žižek’s concept of ideology is used. 

BoConcept is captured in ideological fantasy, and BoConcept must break free from that 

ideological fantasy if they want to be able to overcome the orthodox thinking of doing 

business as a retailer and to avoid up being Amazoned. In the ideological fantasy, it is seen 

that BoConcept desires to have convenient e-commerce, meaning that BoConcept has 

convenient e-commerce as objet petit a. BoConcept is, through their desire, becoming an 

object for the big other’s desire, and in the case of BoConcept, it is the customers who are 

the big other. BoConcept is captured in an ideological fantasy where Amazon.com is setting 

the norms since Amazon.com is a conceptualization of convenient e-commerce. 

Furthermore, BoConcept is constituting the importance of convenient e-commerce, and 

therefore through their desire, BoConcept is constituting the possibility of being Amazoned, 

which is seen as the death drive. It is not the first time an actor in the market has contributed 

to new norms on how business is done, e.g., Walmart and IKEA. The reason why it is 

changing which actor that is setting the norms is because the capitalism is always 

reinventing itself, meaning BoConcept should always face the reinvented capitalism, which 
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means that BoConcept should always seek to understand which ideological fantasy they are 

captured in. Otherwise, they would always end up addressing the orthodox way of doing 

business, and therefore they would not be able to stand out from their competitors. The 

realization of being captured in an ideological fantasy is torture because it means the reality 

is turned upside-down. The realization of ideological fantasy is important, but it is still a 

complex matter. The reason why it is complex for BoConcept is that they are still working 

in the post -digital age, meaning it would be difficult for BoConcept to ignore the 

digitalization. Therefore, it is difficult for BoConcept to be authentic because BoConcept 

is torn between being true to themselves in the age of Amazon.com since their desire is 

having convenient e-commerce, which is the same as walking toward their deathbed. Nor 

can BoConcept not ignore the digitalization that Amazon.com is symbolizing. Hence, they 

are in a post-digital age. The result is then that BoConcept needs to be digitalized, but 

BoConcept should not objectify themselves into the same object as Amazon.com, meaning 

that BoConcept should not desire to be desired the same way as Amazon.com is. Therefore, 

the true tragedy of retail is not that Amazon.com is entrenching every market, but that the 

companies like BoConcept are co-creating their own strategical fallacy because they due to 

the ideological fantasy, they want to objectify themselves into the same object as, e.g. 

Amazon.com. 

 

The findings in this paper do not solve every strategical issue, and therefore the findings 

could be used in further investigations within this field. One of the ways to do further 

investigations is to bring in a different company case than BoConcept and address the same 

method and theory to see whether the theory and method would be able to contribute with 

new knowledge when it is applied in a different case. The second kind of investigation 

could be to address different kinds of theories and methods to solve the same problem, 

which would lead to some other findings that might support or criticize the findings in this 

paper. Either way, it would be relevant to do those investigations. The third example of 

further investigation would be to use this paper’s findings as axioms to gain an 

understanding of what the realization of the ideological fantasy means internally in 
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BoConcept at the operational and tactical levels, which could then result in an actual action 

plan for BoConcept. 
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9. Appendixes 

The following pages contains the appendixes for this paper. The first appendix is the 

interviews, the second is the ladders for the means-end analysis, and the third appendix is 

the hierarchical value map.  

 

9.1 Appendix 1 

 

Appendix one contains the transcript of the interviews, which are conducted for this 

paper. There are six interviews and the division between the interviews are defined with 

smaller headlines. The Interviews were conducted in Danish, because it is the mother 

tongue of the participants. The interviews are dialogues, and therefore the name of the 

interviewed is stated when they spoke, and the interviewer is me, Peter Mandrup Nielsen. 

The interviews were conducted from the 1st of march 2019 to the 6th of march 2019.   
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Interview w. Mona: 

 

Inteviewer: Vil du være sød at introducerer dig selv?  

 

Mona: Jeg hedder Mona og jeg læser min kandidat i Jura , og jeg er 23.  

 

Interviewer: Hvornår kiggede du sidst på møbler?  

 

Mona: Det gjorde jeg igår.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan kiggede du møbler der?  

 

Mona: Bare vinduespartiet. 

 

Interviewer: Hvad lagde du mærke til?  

 

Mona: En Sofa 

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor lagde du mærke til den sofa? 

 

Mona: Jeg tror bare den fangede mig designmæssigt.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan så den ud?  

 

Mona: Den var meget minimalistisk. Der var ikke så meget. Man kunne se benene og 

meget enkel. Og den var lav. 

 

Interviewer: Hvordan skilte det at se den igennem et vindue kontra at på møbler på en 

hjemmeside?  
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Mona: På en hjemmeside er det meget mere poleret end når man se det i en fysisk butik. 

 

Interviewer: Hvad mener du med at det ikke er så poleret?  

 

Mona: At det ikke er så stilrent, men ser lidt mere fejlene, eller det ved jeg ikke om det er 

det rigtige ord at bruge. Det virker mere autentisk. 

 

Interviewer: Er fejlene lig med autenticitet?  

 

Mona: Ja - Eller jeg ved ikke om man definerer det som fejl. 

 

Interviewer: Hva tænker du når du siger fejl?  

 

Mona: Jeg synes bare det ser mere autentisk ud, og det har en lidt grovere karakter. End 

når man ser det på en hjemmeside hvor overfladerne virker mere glatte og poleret 

 

Interviewer: Er hjemmesider inautentiske?  

 

Mona: Ja.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor?  

 

Mona: Nå jeg ser en noget… Når jeg ser en sofa på nettet så vil det ikke fange mig som 

hvis jeg nødvendigvis så den i butikken.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad er det der gør at sofaen kan fange dig nemmere i butikken?  

 

Mona: Den står der er i fysisk form.  
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Interviewer: Hvad er det ved det fysiske som gør at du bliver fanget?  

 

Mona: Jeg tror det er lige så meget det at man kan få lov til at røre materialet. Man lige 

kan sætte dig i den. Man kan bedre se den. Det er nemmere at se om det er en sofa man 

gider at have eller ej.  

 

Interviewer: Bliver du mere inspireret i en butik end på en hjemmeside? 

 

Mona: Ja, på hjemmesider er oftest blot sofaen som vises. Og synes ikke man bliver 

synderligt inspireret af at kigge på nettet.  

 

Interviewer: Sidst du købte et møbel, hvor så du det møbel første gang?  

 

Mona: Det var i en butik 

 

Interviewer: Du lavede ikke noget research på det i forvejen?  

 

Mona: Nej.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan fandt du hen til den butik?  

 

Mona: Det var bare en butik man kendte?  

 

Interviewer: Lå den langt fra der hvor du boede?  

 

Mona: nej, det gjorde den ikke.  

 

Interviewer: spillede det en rolle?  
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Mona: Ja, det gjorde, da det gør det mindre omstændeligt. Hvor imod hvis det var en 

butik som lå længere væk, så ville man først gå ind på nettet. Og hvis man ikke kunne 

finde noget på nettet, så ville man ikke gå hen i den fysiske butik.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad med pris? Betyder det noget i hvor langt i kørte?  

 

Mona: ja.  

 

interviewer: Hvor meget pris til køb af møbler?  

 

Mona: Det betyder et eller andet sted meget, da jeg tror jeg ikke nødvendigvis gad at 

have en sofa i lang tid. så det skulle være nem at skifte ud.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor vil du ikke have en sofa i lang tid?  

 

Mona: Jeg tror bare at man nogen gange trænger til at se noget nyt.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor har du brug for nye møbler ofte?  

 

Mona: Det er svært at sige, men jeg tror at det er ligesom tøj. Man går ikke i det samme 

tøj i flere som kvinde, for på et eller andet tidspunkt, så bliver det out-dated. Medmindre 

man køber noget som er tidløst.  

 

Interviewer: Men mener du at tøj og køb af møbler minder om hinanden?  

 

Mona: Ja faktisk. Fordi man skifter også ud ift. møbelproduktion. Altså der kommer også 

nye designs, og det kommer der også i tøjbranchen.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad betyder design?  
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Mona: At det nogenlunde skal matcher prisniveauet.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad er godt design i møbler?  

 

Mona: det er at det ser mere indbydende ud?  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor er det vigtig for dig?  

 

Mona: fordi møbler er med til at definere dit hjem. 

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor er et defineret hjem.  

 

Mona: det giver udtryk for hvem du er som person.  

 

Interviewer: Så du at den måde indretter på minder om den person du er?  

 

Mona: Ja.  

 

Interviewer: Hvor længe skal et møbel holde?  

 

Mona: Det kommer an hvilken sofa det er, altså ikke en ikke tidløs, medmindre jeg har 

givet mange penge for den, så vil jeg ikke lige skifte den ud.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad skal der til for at du er villig til at give mange penge for en sofa?  

 

Mona: Så skal det virkelig være noget jeg er forelsket i.  

 

Interviewer; Og hvordan bliver du det?  

 

Mona: det kan jeg ikke definere.  
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Interviewer: har du prøvet at blive forelsker i et møbel?  

 

Mona: ikke som sådan, der er nogle ting hvor jeg ligger mærke til at der er noget som jeg 

godt kan lig.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad er det som gør at du lægger mærke til det?  

 

Mona: Jeg kan godt lide træ.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor?  

 

Mona: fordi det er meget naturligt,  

 

Interviewer: Og hvad betyder det naturlige for dig?  

 

Mona: Det ved jeg ikke.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor noget slags træ kan du godt lide?  

 

Mona: Det ska være sådan noget bøgetræ eller egetræ, og så mørk.  

Interviewer: Hvorfor kan du lig det?  

 

Mona: Jeg synes bare at det ser lidt mere ægte ud. og den mørke farve er bare lidt mere 

eksklusiv og ser lidt mere gammelt ud, selvom det er ny stol, så ser den ældre ud af 

model. Jeg synes bare den ser mere ægte ud end den lyse farve.  

 

Interviewer: Ser den upoleret ud?  

 

Mona: Ja, det kan man godt sige. Fordi den ser bare lidt ældre ud.  
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Interviewer: Lægger du mærke til møbler og interiør  på diverse medier?  

 

Mona: Jeg lægger mærke til det hvis der er noget jeg kan lig, og jeg lægger mærke til det 

er klassiske designermøbler, som enten en vært sidder på, eller at der er et eller andet 

møbelblad med en spændende boligindretning, men jeg synes ikke at jeg opsøger det.  

 

Interviewer: Stammer dit møbelkøb af inspiration, eller hvordan?  

 

Mona: Det er en blanding.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor er det en blanding?  

 

Mona: Man har sikker set noget som har inspireret en, men det kan også bare være fordi 

man skal ud at have et møbel. Men man har nok set noget man gerne vil have 

 

Interviewer: Hvor har man set det?  

 

Mona: Reklamer, altså noget som dukker op på instagram. Eller hvor der er en eller 

anden indretning bliver vist på de sociale medier.  

 

Interviewer: Hvor vigtigt at er det at man kan prøve at sætte i møblerne inden man køber 

dem?  

 

Mona: Meget vigtigt, men jeg køber heller ikke tøj på nettet, fordi jeg kan godt lide at se 

det i fysisk form. Især når det er en sofa, da det ikke bare er noget man lige kan bytte 

igen.  

 

Interviewer: Hvor meget betyder det at man ikke lige kan bytte det igen, hvor stor en 

påvirkning har det i overvejelsen?  
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Mona: Kæmpe, det er lidt ligesom at købe noget i blinde, hvis man køber noget over 

nettet. fordi du har ikke nogen rigtig mulighed for at kunne se hvad det er man køber. ift. 

materialet og hvordan den ser ud, og især farver ser anderledes ud når det kommer ud i 

det virkelige. Jeg tror aldrig jeg vil købe et møbel jeg aldrig har set før.  

 

Interviewer: Hvor vigtigt er det at det møbel du kan ses i butikken især ift. special 

fremstillet møbler?  

 

Mona: Jeg vil sige at noget kan ændres, så længe jeg nu kan se de stoftyper der er, f.eks. 

der står en sofa i grå, men jeg vil gerne have den i blå, og man ser så de stoffer der er.  

 

Interviewer: Så det er vigtigt at man rent faktisk har muligheden for rent faktisk at se 

hvad der er muligt?  

 

Mona: Ja.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad hvis man nu ikke kunne se det?  

 

Mona: så vil jeg nok ikke købe det.  

 

Interviewer: Vil du betale mere for noget i den farve du rent faktisk ønsker ift. en 

billigere løsning?  

 

Mona: Ja.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor?  

 

Mona: hellere købe noget man er glad for, og så synes jeg ikke prisforskellen er så 

væsentlig.  
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Interviewer: Hvor lang leveringstid var der sidste gang i købte møbler?  

 

Mona: Der gik lang, jeg tror nærmest der gik en måned.  

 

Interviewer: Og det er for lang tid?  

 

Mona: Jeg tror bare når man køber noget sp vil man gerne have det nu og her.  

 

Interviewer: Også hvis det var special fremstillet møbler? 

 

Mona: Så ville jeg nok have det anderledes, men det her var en standard sofa. 

 

Interviewer: Er det maks for hvor lang tid du vil vente.  

 

Mona: Hvis der er et andet møbel som jeg kan få hurtigere, så vil jeg hellere have det, 

hvis det er matchende.  

 

Interviewer: Ville du stadig vælge det, hvis du ikke havde set det i virkeligheden?  

 

Mona: Nej.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor vil du gerne have det hurtigere leveret.  

 

Mona: Jeg synes bare at når man køber noget, så vil man bare have det hurtigst muligt. 

Hvis man venter mere en måned, så er det for lang tid, og man finder måske noget andet 

som man hellere ville have.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan har du det med ventetider, hvis det åbenlyst er blevet fortalt?  
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Mona: Så er det til at forholde sig til.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan har den viden om leveringstid ift. købsoplevelsen?  

 

Mona: jeg ville hellere vente den med kortest leveringstid, medmindre det er så dyr en 

sofa, at jeg det giver mening at man venter.  

 

 

Interview w. Johannes 

 

Johannes: Jeg hedder Johannes, og jeg er 28 år gammel, og jeg læser på sidste semester 

på min kandidat på CBS. 

 

Interviewer:  Hvornår har du sidst kigget på møbler?  

 

Johannes: En måned siden, da jeg skulle bruge et atelier, og mine stole er ved at gå i 

stykker, så jeg var forbi IKEA for at se om jeg kunne finde noget billigt, men det kunne 

jeg ikke.  

 

Interviewer: Og hvorfor tog du til IKEA? 

 

Johannes: For mig handler om pris lige for tiden og jeg prioriterer ikke møbler, så jeg er 

kun på udkig efter billigste. Og når jeg køber møbler så har jeg en ide om at jeg heller vil 

købe det absolut billigste, eller jeg vil købe noget som har en værdi, som jeg så kan sælge 

senere igen.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan vil du definere noget er billigt?  

 

Johannes: De laveste priser i markedet, hvis man har en gennemsnitlig markedspris, så er 

er det laveste det billige.  
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 Interviewer: Og hvordan beregner man det gennemsnitlige markedspris? 

 

Johannes: Jeg søger på nettet, hvor de har det billigste tilbud - ja, kigger på nettet.  

 

 Interviewer: Hvor på nettet?  

 

Johannes: Jeg googler, og finder nogle hjemmesider, og kigger på priser. Og så tager jeg 

derhen 

 

 Interviewer: Når du siger tilbud, tænker du så på prisnedsættelse? 

 

Johannes: Nej, det er bare prisen jeg kigger på.  

 

 Interviewer: Hvilke overvejelser gør du ud over prisen?  

 

Johannes: Hvis jeg havde flere penge, så jeg vil bestemt være villig til at betale mere for 

nogle stole som er lidt lækre. Jeg kan godt at noget er rustikt.  

 

 Interviewer: Hvordan definerer du noget er lækkert?  

 

Johannes: At det er tættest muligt på den stil jeg gerne vil have i mit hjem. 

 

 Interviewer: Og hvad er det for en stil?  

 

Johannes: Jeg kan godt lig en rustik stil. hvor det er råt træ, hvor man kan se lidt metal, 

og hvor det virker som det er håndlavet 

 

 Interviewer: Hvad betyder din stil for dig?  
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Johannes: Den betyder noget, den føler mig hjemme der hvor jeg er, og at det er rart at 

være det. Og det afspejler hvilke ting man er interesseret og hvilken livsstil man synes er 

fed.   

 

 Interviewer: Hvilken livsstil synes du er fed?  

 

Johannes: En stil hvor tingende har lidt sjæl, hvor det har lidt kanter med metal og træ. 

Selvom der ikke er noget autentisk, men den norske skovhyttestil passer til mig.  

 

 Interviewer: Nu sagde du at du tit har kigget på priser på nettet, men har du prøvet at 

købe nogle møbler på nettet?  

 

Johannes: Nej 

 

 Interviewer: Hvorfor ikke?  

 

Johannes: Jeg overvejede det, men fandt ud at jeg hellere ville bruge mine penge nogle 

andre ting. Men hvis jeg havde pengene, så vil jeg helt bestemt være villig til købe det 

over nettet.  

 

 Interviewer: Hvorfor vil du være villig til at købe det over nettet? 

 

Johannes: Ville kun købe hvis jeg ikke havde mulighed for at møde op i en fysisk butik, 

da jeg altid hellere vil købe i en fysisk butik. Vil altid starte ud på nettet, og så møde op. 

Både fordi man kan få noget med det samme. Man kan også røre ved det og se 

materialerne, og så kan man snakke med nogen som ved noget om det.  

 

 Interviewer: Hvad betyder det for dig at man kan prøve møblerne inden man køber? 
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Johannes: Det betyder ret meget, da jeg godt kan lig at være sikker at det rent faktisk er 

noget som jeg kan lig. Fordi billeder kan blive photoshoppet, og størrelse er måske 

anderledes end hvad man lige tror. 

 

 Interviewer: Hvad er det for en følelse som gør at du er mere villig til at købe i en butik 

fremfor over nettet? 

 

Johannes: Sikkerhed, hvilket er vigtigt. Og så elsker jeg håndværk, da jeg synes det er 

lækkert at mærke der er noget bag.  

 

 Interviewer: Hvad betyder en leveringstid for dig i købsovervejelsen? 

 

Johannes: Jo længere den er, jo dårligere.  

 

 Interviewer:  Hvorfor?  

 

Johannes: Fordi hvis man køber noget, så skal man helst have det med det samme.  

 

 Interviewer: Hvad gør den længere leveringstid ved overvejelsen? 

 

Johannes: Altså hvis det er stort køb, så vil jeg være mere villig til at vente, men hvis jeg 

skulle købe stole til 300 kr, så vil jeg aldrig gide at vente, der er et behov. 

 

 Interviewer: Det er produktafhængigt 

 

Johannes: ja, men det vil altid være negativt at skulle vente 

 

 Interviewer: Hvad er det som gør dig utålmodig? 
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Johannes: Det er et behov som bliver opfyldt når jeg får mine varer, og jeg kan ikke se 

noget positivt i at skulle vente på mine vare.   

 

Interview w. Karoline:  

 

Karoline: Jeg hedder Karoline, arbejder som marketings assistent og jeg læser min 

kandidat på cbs, og jeg er 24.  

 

interviewer: Hvornår kiggede du sidst møbler. 

 

Karoline: Sidste år, da jeg skulle flytte.  

 

interviewer: Og hvad kiggede du efter der? 

 

Karoline:  Lampe til mit soveværelse. og skulle bruge en mindre lampe, da hvor jeg 

boede havde højere til loftet end der hvor flyttede hen. 

 

interviewer: Hvor kiggede du på lamper henne?  

 

Karoline: Jeg kiggede BoConcept, da jeg boede i nærheden. Men også i IKEA, da de tit 

har noget som er ret billigt og som ser ok ud.  

 

interviewer: Ift. IKEA kiggede du i butikken eller i på netter? 

 

Karoline:  På nettet, da jeg godt kan lig deres hjemmeside. Da den er overskuelig, selvom 

de nogen gange har for meget, men det er meget forskellige ting.  

 

interviewer: Hvad med når du kigger i andre møbelbutikker, hvor kiggede du så henne 

først?  
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Karoline: Som regel på deres hjemmesider, og så nogen gange når der et katalog.  

 

interviewer: Og hvordan søger du på nettet?  

 

Karoline: Jeg søger på google. 

 

interviewer: Og hvordan leder du efter noget på nettet?  

 

Karoline: Som regel er der en kategori som man kan kigge efter. Og i det tilfælde var det 

så en lampe. Men jeg har også købt en skrivebordsstol en gang som jeg bare bar hjem, da 

jeg boede 200 meter fra butikken. Men så er det som regel kategorierne.  

 

interviewer: Men når du køber noget, er det så i butikken eller på nettet?  

 

Karoline: I butikken 

 

interviewer: Hvorfor ikke på nettet? 

 

Karoline: Jeg kan godt lig at se det, da jeg ikke altid det stemmer overens med hvad der 

er på nettet. 

 

interviewer: Hvad kan det være?  

 

Karoline: Det kan være farven, f.eks. hvis det er en eller an grå farve, så kan den godt 

være mørkere eller lysere i virkeligheden, og så bare lig for at se den. 

 

interviewer: Hvorfor er det vigtigt at det stemmer overens?  

 

Karoline: Altså ift. det jeg forventer af det jeg køber, så skal det helst passe sammen, så 

jeg ikke bliver skuffet, og jeg ikke får noget i en forkert farve.  
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interviewer: Hvorfor er det irriterende at farven ikke er spot-on?  

 

Karoline: Fordi jeg har besluttet mig for at det er noget bestemt som passer ind, og så 

skal det helst stemme overens. 

 

interviewer: Hvilke overvejelser har du gjort dig ift. hvad der stemmer overens?  

 

Karoline: Funktionen i det, f.eks. at den ikke skal fylde for meget og den skal være god 

at sidde og læse i mange timer. Og så kigger jeg på hvad der ser pænt ud, og så kigger jeg 

på det i butikken, og køber det hvis det ikke koster alt for meget.  

 

interviewer: Når du siger noget er pænt hvad tænker du så på?  

 

Karoline: Det er ens subjektive holdning til hvad der ser godt ud, og hvilken stil det lige 

skal være går jeg ikke så meget op i, det er mere om det passer ind i rummet.  

 

interviewer: Hvad mener du med at det passer ind i rummet?  

 

Karoline: f.eks. mit skrivebord er i lyst træ, og min skrivebordsstol har lyse træben, og 

havde den ikke haft det, så havde ikke købt den.  

 

interviewer: Men kan det ikke bare være lige meget?  

 

Karoline: Nej, fordi det generer mit øje.  

 

interviewer: Det er kun dig der har den irritation?   

 

Karoline: Det kan da godt være at der er flere som vil synes at det ser lidt underligt ud 

med tre forskellige træfarver i samme rum.  
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interviewer: Så du tænker også hvad andre godt kan lig?  

 

Karoline: Tænker primært på hvad jeg selv synes ser pænt ud, og jeg tænker ikke over 

hvad andre tænker når det er mit hjem.  

 

interviewer: Kunne du tage stolen med hjem med det samme?  

 

Karoline: Ja, de havde den på lager. Hvis jeg ville have haft den i hvis, så skulle jeg 

vente på den.  

 

interviewer: Men tog du den sorte fremfor den hvide pga. leveringstiden?  

 

Karoline: Nej, jeg tog den sorte pga. jeg ville have den sorte, da jeg synes den hvide ville 

være svært at holde ren.  

 

interviewer: Så du tog ikke leveringstiden med ind i overvejelsen?  

 

Karoline: Nej. 

 

interviewer: Kunne du forestille at det ville være noget du ville overveje når du skulle 

købe møbler?  

 

Karoline: Det kommer an på hvor lang tid der er tale om, men nogenlunde samme 

produkt man kunne få med det samme, så ville jeg foretrække den med kortere 

leveringstid. Som regel når jeg ude og kigge efter et møbel, så er det fordi jeg mangler 

det.  

 

interviewer: Når du siger du mangler hvad mener du så?  
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Karoline: F.eks. den stol jeg købte så skulle jeg bruge en som var mindre og en ikke 

lavede ridser i gulvet. 

 

interviewer: Hvor får du inspirationen fra?  

 

Karoline: En kombination af hvad man ser på instagram, hvor man ser noget som man 

synes er pænt og noget man aldrig ville kunne have derhjemme. Så der er inspiration 

udefra, men det kommer også af hvad jeg selv synes er pænt.  

 

interviewer: Kunne du forestille en situation hvor du ikke havde set et møbel, men stadig 

bestilte det?  

 

Karoline: Så længe jeg bare har set billede af det, så kunne jeg godt finde på det.  

 

interviewer: Hvorfor ville du købe noget over nettet?  

 

Karoline:  Fordi det er nemt at købe noget på nettet. Der skulle nok være meget galt med 

det før jeg sendte det retur 

 

interviewer: Så hvis f.eks., farven var nogenlunde indenfor hvad dine forventninger var, 

så vil du være til freds?  

 

Karoline: ja. 

 

interviewer: Du sagde det var nemt at købe noget over nettet, hvad er det som gør det 

nemt?  

 

Karoline: Det at man bare bestiller det, og så kan man hente det og få det leveret hjem til 

en.  
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interviewer: Du har ikke behov for hjælp og rådgivning i din købsproces?  

 

Karoline: Så vil det nok være et større møbel, hvis man nu skulle have en ny sofa, så 

ville jeg nok spørge ind til hvad de anbefaler til de forskellige rum.  

 

Interview w. Simone:  

 

Simone: Jeg hedder Simone, og jeg er 22 år, og læser på DTU, og arbejder som 

studentermedhjælper hos vejdirektoratet.  

 

Interviewer: Hvornår har du sidst kigget på møbler?  

 

Simone: Jeg var i Ikea for ikke så lang tid siden, ca. 3 uger siden.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvad kiggede du efter der? 

 

Simone: Det var fordi jeg synes vi skulle have skiftet vores tv-møbel ud, som min 

kæreste havde taget med fra sin gamle lejlighed. Vi skulle have noget som passede lidt 

bedre ind, og så skulle vi have nogle småting til at kunne leje vores lejlighed ud.  

 

Interviewer: Vidste du allerede hvad du skulle kigge på i IKEA?  

 

Simone: Ja, for jeg havde kigget på nettet først, og så skulle vi egentlig bare ud købe det. 

Men man kigger selvfølgelig på alt derude, for lige at se om der var noget som også skulle 

med hjem.  

 

Interviewer: Var der noget du overvejede at købe?  

 

Simone: Nej ikke rigtigt, men vi købte dog nogle gardiner.  
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Interviewer: Hvor længe forinden havde du kigget på hjemmesiden?  

 

Simone: Det havde jeg gjort i et par måneder. Jeg skulle bare lige tage mig sammen til at 

ta ud at købe det.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor bestilte du ikke bare på nettet?  

 

Simone: Det ligger ikke så langt væk, så jeg synes at man godt kunne hente det selv. Og 

så er der et økonomisk aspekt i det. Da leveringen kostede det samme som selve møblet.  

 

Interviewer: Så afstanden til butikken betyder ret meget?  

 

Simone: ja, også fordi jeg godt lig at man tager ud og ser de inden man bare køber det.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvorfor?  

 

Simone: Det ved jeg ikke. Tror man bare nemmere kan forestille sig det i de rum hvor det 

nu skal stå.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor er det vigtigt?  

 

Simone: Det er vigtigt hvis det er nogle større møbler, og rummet skal ligesom være en 

helhed, og det hele skal ligesom passe sammen. Og så vil man gerne tjekke kvaliteten.  

 

Interviewer: Kan man ikke gøre det på nettet?  

 

Simone: Nogen gange, men man kan ikke være sikker på om det er som man nu 

forestiller sig det er. Og man skal være sikker på at det nu er som nu er.  
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Interviewer: Hvorfor er helheden i rummet efterstræbsomt?  

 

Simone: Altså jeg tænker ift. at jeg er studerende og jeg har ikke så mange penge, så jeg 

har en ide om hvordan jeg gerne vil indrette lejligheden, men jeg har ikke råd til at købe 

alt hvad jeg gerne vil have. Og derfor køber jeg et møbel et af gangen, og så synes jeg det 

er vigtigt at det kommer ind og passer med det der er i forvejen, og passer med de ideer 

jeg har for fremtiden.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad ligger til grund for det mål du har?  

 

Simone: Det er nok en blanding af inspiration på sociale medier og butikker. 

 

Interviewer: Hvor får du mest inspiration fra?  

 

Simone: Fra boligblade, og instagram.  

 

Interviewer: Kunne du finde på at købe møbler du aldrig havde set før over nettet?  

 

Simone: det kunne jeg godt, og det har gjort fra vores vitrineskab, men det var også 

angstprovokerende.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor var det angstprovokerende?  

 

Simone: Fordi det ville jeg normalt ikke gøre, og det var kun fordi jeg havde kigget meget 

på det på nettet, og tænkte at det ville jeg gerne ud at kigge. Og pludselig var det sat ned, 

og så tænkte jeg at jeg ikke kan nå at se det i virkeligheden, og nå at købe det med rabat, 

så nu gør jeg det bare.  

 

Interviewer: Er du tilfreds med at have købt det over nettet?  
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Simone: Ja 

 

Interviewer: Det var en god oplevelse?  

 

Simone: Ja, nogenlunde, men første gang vi fik det leveret der gik det i stykker under 

transporten, og så var der en længere leveringsperiode, da de ikke havde den på lager., så 

det var noget rod. Men anden gang var processen egentlig fin nok.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan har du det med leveringstid på møbler?  

 

Simone: De er forskelligt, da nogen ting vil man bare gerne have når man har købt det. 

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor vil du gerne have det med det samme.  

 

Simone: Jeg tror bare man er vant til at når man har taget en beslutning om at købe noget 

of betalt for det, så vil man gerne stå med varen i hånden. Men hvis man nu planlægger at 

vi skal have det til en bestemt begivenhed. F.eks da vi flyttede og vi skulle have en ny 

sofa, og der er leveringstid på 8 uger, så bestiller vi den nu, for så har vi den når vi skal 

bruge den.  

 

Interviewer: Kunne du forestille dig at du ville vælge et møbel fra hvis du ikke kunne få 

det med det sammen?  

 

Simone: Jeg vil nok lede efter alternative produkter, som mindede om. Og hvis det var 

lige så godt, så ville jeg nok vælge det. Men ville nok vente hvis det var et større møbel, 

da man har sat sig for det.  

 

Interviewer: Hvor stor har prisen i forbindelse med møbelkøb? 
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Simone: Altså det har en stor betydning, men ikke sagt på den måde at jeg altid ville 

vælge det billigste overhovedet. Det kommer an på hvad det, og hvor længe jeg skal have 

det, eller om jeg gerne ville kunne skifte det ud.  

 

Interviewer: Ville du være villig til at betale mere for noget hvis der var en kortere 

leveringstid?  

 

Simone:  Umiddelbart ikke.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad er det som kan gøre at du får lyst til at betale mere for et møbel? 

 

Simone: Hvis man får noget af en bedre kvalitet, og noget som holder i lang tid. og noget 

som er basic. F.eks. en sofa som kan passe ind mange steder, og så kan man style den 

oftere, hvis man nu ønsker at skifte stil i sin stue ved at købe andre puder.  

 

Interviewer: Og hvad betyder det at du kan ændre din stil hurtigt?  

 

Simone: Det synes jeg er ret vigtigt, så jeg kan godt lide at have nogle halvdyre møbler, 

og så nogle billigere puder, så man kan skifte ud hvis man har lyst til at skifte farverne.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor? 

 

Simone: Jeg kan godt lig at ens hjem passer til de tendenser der, og at man har en dejlig 

følelse når man er hjemme.  

 

Interviewer: Kan du godt lig at indrette? 

 

Simone: Ja, det synes jeg er rigtigt sjovt. 

 

Interview w. Daniel:  
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Daniel: Jeg hedder Daniel, jeg er 24 og læser min kandidat på CBS, og 

studentermedhjælper hos Vindmølleindustrien.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvornår kiggede du sidst på møbler?  

 

Daniel: Der gjorde jeg da jeg valgte at male vores soveværelse, og vi skulle have nye 

lamper som passede til.  

 

Interviewer: Hvor kiggede du på lamper henne?  

 

Daniel: Det var nok en internetsøgning, hvor man kiggede på priser og på designs 

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor gik du på nettet og kiggede?  

 

Daniel: Det var bekvemt til at få et hurtigt overblik end at skulle rende hele byen rundt.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvad ledte det til? 

 

Daniel: Det ledte til at vi fandt nogle som matchede både hvad vi gad at betale og hvad vi 

syntes var pænt. Det var vidst fra Ellos.  

 

Interviewer: Det var noget i bestilte over nettet?  

 

Daniel: Ja.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor gjorde i det?  

 

Daniel: Vi havde fundet det på nettet, og muligheden forelagde, og jeg tror ikke engang 

at der er en Ellos butik.  
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Interviewer: Hvornår har du sidst været i en møbelbutik?  

 

Daniel: Det var da vi købte spisebord. 

 

Interviewer: Hvordan endte i der?  

 

Daniel: Det startede med vi gerne ville skifte det ud, og så begyndte vi at skrabe lidt 

penge sammen, da vi havde aftalt at vi gerne ville have noget som er ordentligt, og så ved 

man godt hvad det kommer til at koste. Og så gik vi forbi en Idemøbler, og så fandt vi 

noget vi godt kunne lig, og så købte vi det.  

 

Interviewer: Så der var der ikke sådan noget internetsøgning? 

 

Daniel: Nej ikke rigtigt, da vi havde snakket om hvad vi godt kunne tænke os, og så gik 

vi en tur på Vesterbro, og så gik vi ind og kiggede og fandt det vi godt kunne tænke os.  

 

Interviewer: Den stil i ledte efter hvor havde i fået inspiration til den fra?  

 

Daniel: Det er nok svært at sige, men vi havde sådan en ide om at vi godt gad at have et 

plankebord som er meget op i tiden, og vi syntes at det var meget pænt. Og det faktisk lidt 

løgn at sige vi ikke kiggede på nettet, da vi havde kigget på sådan nogle custom-made, 

men det var for dyrt. Og så gik vi ind og kiggede på hvad de havde inde i Idemøbler, og 

så havde de et bord på bud, og så købte vi det med det samme. Så det var relativt et 

impulskøb, selvom vi havde snakket om det og sparet op.    

 

Interviewer: Hvad fik jer til at købe det med det samme? 

 

Daniel: Vi kunne godt lig det. Og det ramte sådan hvad vi forestillede os, og så havde det 

en fornuftig pris, nu hvor det var på bud den dag. 
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Interviewer: Hvordan var oplevelsen i butikken?  

 

Daniel: Den var fin, men nu er Idemøbler i kendt for enorm god kundeservice, men det 

var en fin butik, og der var ikke ret mange mennesker. Det var en søndag så vi gik bare 

lidt rundt og kiggede, og blev enige om at det var meget pænt.  

 

Interviewer: Kan du godt lig at gå i møbelbutikker?  

 

Daniel: Ja, men det er ikke noget jeg gør så meget i min fritid, men jeg synes de fleste 

møbelbutikker er pæne, og værd at gå rundt at kigge i.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor kan du godt lig at besøge møbelbutikker?  

 

Daniel: Det er ligesom når man skal have en ny skjorte, så er det også meget hyggeligt at 

kigge på skjorter. Pæne butikker er altid værd at gå ind i. 

 

Interviewer: Så det er for inspirationen?  

 

Daniel: Ja, og se hvad der er som passer til ens budget?  

 

Interviewer: Hvad bliver inspireret af generelt?  

 

Daniel: Det er svært at sige hvordan man får en smag, men på et eller andet tidspunkt får 

man en eller anden stil som godt kan lide. Og så ser man et møbel som har en detalje eller 

finesse, og hvis den falder indenfor prislejet.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor er en stil en prioritet?  
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Daniel: Det tror jeg er fordi at når man først har købt nogle pæne ting, og hvis man så 

stopper med, så begynder det at blegne. Det er store ting, og det fylder meget i rummet. 

Og når man er hjemme så synes jeg det er rart at være omgivet af ting som man synes er 

pæne.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvad betyder det at der pænt til når i gæster?   

 

Daniel: Det betyder meget, og det betyder også at man har lyst til at invitere folk forbi. 

Hvis man bor i en rodebutik, så er det ikke lige så sjovt at få gæster. Og samtidig, hvis 

man har nogle gæster som synes at det er rart at være hjemme hos en, så er det jo endnu 

sjovere. Og det hjælper æstetik til.  

 

Interviewer: Kunne du forestille dig at du havde købt større møbler uden du havde set 

det virkeligheden?   

 

Daniel: Det ved jeg ikke. Når man køber noget i træ, så synes jeg det er rart at kunne 

mærke det, og se de forskellige ting. Selvfølgelig kunne man godt købe det på nettet, men 

der er et eller andet rart i at prøvesidde, og lignende.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad mener du med at det er rart?  

 

Daniel: Det er nok en eller anden bekvemmelighed i at man har tjekket at det er godt nok, 

og at man kan mærke materialet. Det er der et eller andet romantisk ved.  

 

Interviewer: Var der leveringstid på bordet?  

 

Daniel: ja, en del, ca. 6 uger.  

 

Interviewer:  Var det noget i tog med ind i overvejelsen ift. om i skulle købe det?  
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Daniel: Nej, ikke som sådan, men havde vi nok gjort, hvis de havde sagt et halvt år.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad kan gøre at du er villig til at gå på kompromis med pris og 

leveringstid?  

 

Daniel: Selvfølgelig er der et økonomisk aspekt, så man skal kunne have råd til det. Men 

det kræver at man får det mere for pengene. F.eks. vi købte nogle stole som var meget 

dyrere end hvad du burde være, men de var så meget pænere og så meget anderledes end 

hvad man kunne få billigere. 

 

Interviewer: Hvad mener du med anderledes?  

 

Daniel: At man kan se at man har købt en stol fordi man syntes den var pæn og ikke bare 

fordi man manglede en stol. Altså at man kan se at man har taget et valg, og at der har 

været nogle overvejelser - det kan jeg godt lide.  

 

Interviewer: Hvorfor kan du godt lide at der er taget overvejelser?  

 

Daniel: Jeg tror det er ligesom når man køber tøj, altså de ting man pynter sig med de 

udtrykker hvad du synes er pænt og hvem du egentlig er. Hvis man køber seks stole i 

ikea, så er det fordi mangler stole, men hvis du køber en eller anden designerstol som du 

har valgt fordi du synes den kan noget ekstra, så synes jeg det udtrykker noget om hvad 

du er for en.  

 

Interview w. Signe 

 

Signe: Jeg hedder Signe Andersen, og jeg er 25. Jeg arbejder hos Mærsk og er ved at 

skrive speciale.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvornår har du sidst kigget på møbler?  
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Signe: Det gør jeg løbende. 

 

Interviewer:  Hvornår kiggede du sidst? 

 

Signe: Et par dage siden.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvad kiggede du på der? 

 

Signe: Der kiggede jeg på lænestole.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvor kiggede du på det henne? 

 

Signe: Meget genbrugshjemmesider.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvorfor genbrugs hjemmesider?  

 

Signe: Fordi jeg kan godt lide antikke møbler, som har en historie som man er sværere at 

få i butikker. Og så kan man finde designmøbler på udsalg. 

 

Interviewer:  Hvornår været i en rigtig møbelbutik?  

 

Signe: Det er længe siden, altså ca. et år.  

 

Interviewer:  Og hvad kiggede du på der?  

 

Signe: Det kan jeg ikke rigtigt huske, eller det var en sofa.  

 

Interviewer: Og hvordan kiggede du på sofa der? Gik du forbi en butik, eller hvordan?  
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Signe: det var min kæreste som skulle have en ny sofa, så der kiggede vi først på nettet, 

og vi kiggede efter noget hvor det var en fornuftig pris og en ok kvalitet, da det var en 

midlertidig sofa, da det var en lejelejlighed han skulle flytte ind i. Og så valgte vi en dag 

hvor vi kunne køre ud og kigge på den i butikken.   

 

Interviewer:  Hvordan fandt i frem til sofaen på nettet?  

 

Signe: Vi startede med at søge på de typiske hjemmeside, både dyre og billige. Så alt fra 

ikea, Jysk, Myhome til Bolia.  

 

Interviewer: Hvad skulle i kigge på da i kørte derud?  

 

Signe: Vi kørte derud som vi syntes som så rigtig fin ud på nettet, og ville vi tjekke at 

kvaliteten også var ok, altså om den havde koldskum. Og det ikke var let opslideligt stof 

osv.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvorfor er det vigtigt man tager ud i butikken og ser det?  

 

Signe: Fordi man har en ide oppe i hovedet, og den skal ligesom be- eller afkræftes. Hvis 

man nu får den hjem, og man kun har set den på nettet, og ikke har nogen anden reference 

fra tidligere, så kan man hurtigt blive skuffet.  

 

Interviewer:  Kunne du forestille dig at købe møbler som du aldrig havde set i 

virkeligheden?  

 

Signe: ja, men kun hvis jeg havde en reference til enten designet eller butikken.  

 

Interviewer:  Kunne du bestille noget over nettet, hvis du ikke havde set den 

virkeligheden?  
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Signe: Ja, hvis der var gratis retur og gratis levering.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvad er vigtigt for at i vil besøge en møbelbutik?  

 

Signe: Jeg har det med at aftale dagen, så afstanden er ikke alt afgørende, men sjælland er 

ok.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvad bruger du besøget i butikken til?  

 

Signe: For det første på at mærke materialet på møblerne, og diskuterer ift hvor møblet 

skal stå. Og tænke forskellige scenarier igennem hvem der skal sidde i sofaen, om den 

kan tåle at der sidder børn i den. Gennemtænker forskellige hverdagsscenarier møbler kan 

blive udsat for.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvis du har fundet noget på nettet, men så bliver skuffet over den i 

butikken - hvad vil så gøre?  

 

Signe: Så vil jeg kigge på hvad den butik ellers havde, og ellers ville jeg gå tilbage til 

nettet og kigge videre.  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan har du med leveringstider? Er det noget som tager med ind i 

overvejelsen?   

 

Signe: Hvis det er større møbler, så nej, men det skal være indenfor rimelighedens 

grænser. optil 3-6 måneder afhængigt af størrelse.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvilke stilmæssige kriterier sætter op for møbler? 
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Signe: Meget klassisk, og som er lidt inspireret af diverse bolig magasiner og instagram. 

Så nu er det f.eks teak, hvis vi snakker om lænestole, stel og hylder, så kan jeg godt lide 

det mørke træ.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvorfor er det vigtigt at have en defineret stil derhjemme?  

 

Signe: Da det hurtigt kan blive for rodet, hvis man smider alle mulige forskellige ting ind 

i hjemmet, og det må gerne være minimalistisk og have en rød tråd i hjemmet.  

 

Interviewer:  Hvad gør det røde tråd?  

 

Signe: Den skaber en helhed i rummet?  

 

Interviewer: Og hvad betyder den helhed for dig?  

 

Signe: Et rart sted man har lyst til være og man har lyst til vise til andre. f.eks. venner.  

 

9.2 Appendix 2 

Appendix two contains the ladders, which is extracted from the interviews in appendix 

one. In the creation of the ladders there has been a translation from Danish into English, 

because the data from the interviews were in Danish, and to move on with the data, then it 

is necessary that it is in English. Each interviewed person has their own ladders to be able 

to see the pattern in the data.  

 

Ladders Mona:  

 

Location —> Convenience —> Safe time —> Achievement 
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Brick & Mortar—> Experience —> Attention —> inspiration —> well decorated home 

—> Personalized living —> Self image  

 

 

Brick & Mortar —> experience —> quality —> Authenticity —> Security —> Sense of 

well being  

 

Assortment —> Customized Products —> Well decorated home—> Self expression —> 

Love —> Self image 

 

Lead time —> Compromise —> Well decorated home —>  Sense of well being 

 

Home page —> Information —> Convenience —> Safe time —> Achievement  

 

Brick & Mortar —> Authenticity —> Inspiration—> Self expression —> Love—> Sense 

of wellbeing 

 

Promotions —> Design —> Inspiration —> Self expression 

 

Ladders Johannes:  

 

Lead time —> Compromise —>  Security  

 

Home page —> Price —> Convenience —> Achievement 

 

Design —> Authenticity —> Self expression —> Self image 

 

Design —> Authenticity —> Self expression —> Sense of wellbeing  

 

Brick & Mortar —> Experience —> Information —> Security —> Sense of wellbeing  
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Ladders Karoline:  

 

Brick & Mortar —> Experience —> Information —> Security —> Happiness 

 

Materials —> Design —> Well decorated home —> Sense of wellbeing 

 

Home page —> Information —> Convenience —> achievement  

 

Home page —> Information —> Security —> Sense of wellbeing 

 

Lead time —> Compromise —>  Personalized living —> Sense of wellbeing 

 

Ladders Simone:  

 

Homepage —> Information —> Safe time —> Achievement 

  

Brick & Mortar —> Experience —> Inspiration —> Achievement  

 

Brick & Mortar  —>  Materials —> Quality —> Experience —> Security  

 

Home page—> Price —> Promotions —> Safe Time —> Achievement 

 

Lead time —> Customized Products —> Design —>  Trends —> Personalized living —> 

Sense of wellbeing 

 

Price —> Design —> Trends —>  Self image 

 

 Price —> In stock product —> Trends —> Convenience —> Achievement  
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Ladders Daniel:  

 

Price —> Promotions —> Safe time —> Achievement  

 

Design —> personalized living —> Self expression—> Sense of wellbeing  

 

Brick & Mortar —> Materials —> Quality —> Security —> Achievement  

 

Design —> personalized living —> Socializing —> Self expression—>  Happiness 

 

Price —> Design —> Security —> Self expression 

 

Homepage —> Information —> Convenient —> Time saving —> Achievement 

 

 

Ladders Signe:  

 

Design —> Personalized living —> Socializing—> Self image 

 

Homepage —> Information —> Convenient —> Time saving —> Achievement 

 

Brick & Mortar—> Experience —> Quality —> Security —> Achievement  

 

Design —> Story telling —> personalized living —> Self image.  

 

Price —> Promotion —> Convenience —> Achievment  
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9.3 Appendix 3 
 

 


